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Muni,
MURRAY KY 42071

MEETINGS
Local public agencies that will
conduct meetings this week
include:
FISCAL COURT
'The Calloway County Fiscal
Court will meet in regular session Tuesday, June 8, at I p.m.
in the office of Judge/
Executive George Weaks in
the courthouse.
CITY COUNCIL
•The Murray City Council will
meet in regular session at 7:30
p.m. Thursday, June 10, in the
council chambers on the second floor of city hall.
SCHOOL BOARD
•The Calloway County School
Board will meet in regular session at 7 p.m. Thursday. June
10, in the central office
located on College Farm Road.

EVENT
• The Murray State
University/Community Summer Band will present its first
concert of the 1943 season
Tuesday, June X, at 7 p.m. on
the lawn in front of Lovett
Auditorium on the campus of
Murray State.

INSIDE
• PHOENIX -- The featured
players made sure the Match
Made in Network heaven.
otherwise known as the NBA
Finals between the Chicago
Jordans ahd the Phoenix Barkleys, became reality. Page II
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BatCbitt top contender for Supreme Court
WASHINGTON (AP) --- Interior Secretary Bruce Babbitt
emerged today as the leading
contender (or the upcoming vacancy on the U.S. Supreme Court.
One Clinton administration
(Alicia! said Babbitt "is the top
choice, barring something they
haven't found yet." The official,
uho spoke on condition of
anonymity, said the announcement was expected this week.
"I think it's going to happen,"
said Kesin Sweeney, communications director for the Interior
Department.
Sweeney said, however, that he
did not know specifically if President Clinton had offered the job
to Babbitt, a former Aritona governor who has taken a bord
approach to setting the Interior
Department on a strong conservation path.
Babbitt, who returned from a
ck long trip to CalifOrnia on
Saturdas, talked to the president.

White House
moves closer
to compromise
(ION (AP) --- President (:linton was meeting today
with - key Senate Democrats to
craft compromise budget legislation, with Majority Leader
George Mitchell predicting a
final plan with more spending
cuts, fewer tax increases "and a
modification of the broad-based
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Sen. Daniel Patrick Moynihan,
0-N.Y.. said Sunday that the
compromise plan contains an
additional S5I billion in spending
cuts over five years, including
S35. billion from Medicare. Clinton already has proposed S54 billion in Medicare reductions.
Mitchell, D-Maine, predicted
today that the Senate "will pass
the president's budget," but acknowledged it will he "very difficult" to make the additional
Medicare cuts proposed by
Moynihan.
think there will be less in
the way of tax increases, more in
the way of spending cuts, and a
modification of the broad-based
energy tax," Mitchell, D-Maine,
said on NBC's "Today" show.
Mitchell predicted "we'll have
all the votes" of Democrats on
the Senate Finance Committee,
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ALBUQUERQUE, N.M. (AP)
--- Fear slowly gave way to relief
and, hope in Navajo country as
doctors became more confident
CLASSIFIEDS
of having cracked the mystery of
an illness that has killed 11
To place a classified ad, call
people.
753-1916 between 8 a.m.-5
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Justices allow
student-led prayer
WASHINGTON (AP) — The Supreme Court today let stand a
ruling that allows student-led prayers at public school graduation
ceremonies in three state,.
The justices, without continent, refused to review a led..ral appeals court ruling that allowed such school prayers in Texas, Louisiana and Mississippi, and rekindled a national debate.
The National School Boards Association had urged the justice
in a triend-of-the-court brief to study the appeals court ruling,
which it said "has turned public schools into a battlefield."
II TURN TO PAGE 2

Two face trial
in burning of
black tourist

HAPPY BIRTHDAY!
0.P6H

\1PA, Ha,

Prosccii -

laced a tomulable task in
the trial oh two white laborers
accused of abducting a black
tourist, dousing him with gasoline and setting him abb.'s, as
they taunted him v.ith racial
epithets.
'They hase no physical evidence linking either of the sus is to the crime I he salmi has
identified only one defendant
from photos. And the ;tar Witness
has so far given fou• sersions of
what happened.
Jury seleCtion began today in
the trial of Mark Kohut, 26, and
Charles Rourk. 3;, oharged in the
murder, k tibia'Ting
at
and robtx•ry of Christopher
Son of New York Cos-.
Prospective jurors were questioned about their knimledge of
the highly publicited case.
Circuit Judge Donald C. Es'ans
said he was confident a jury
could be seated by the end of the
day. ll it became clear juror candidates could not pull aside they
feelings about tire c a.c. he said
he would consider defense
motions have the trial !nosed
The trial ms expected to last about
two weeks.
Police . say . Wilson was
tors

A

FORECAST
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Tonight. l)arl
W ann with a loss 70 to 75
SoLtsscst ssini i to 15 mph
Tue.Jay. part;
and
hurnal ssith a chancc of afternoon thunderNiorrn." High
anyin {. 90. Chance of rain 40
pc:Rent.
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Joe Parker, right, and Amber Alexander. center, listen as Frances Garrison, route six postal carrier,
explains how the postal system works. The Murray Post Office hosted an open house Sunday to
,celebrate its 150th anniversary.

III TURN TO PAGE 2

Disease fills Navajos with fear; hope on the way

a.m.-noon Saturday and ask
for the classifieds department.
Please check rates and deadline information on the first
page of the classified ads
section.

Zah said Sunday that periplc
won't he completely satislic.d
until doctors are certain' (il their
diagnosis.
Officials said weekend test
results showed they w:re right on
track in their theory- linking the
disease to a virus found in rodent
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Bosnian government accepts 'safe zones'

To reach any department of
the newspaper, call 753-1916
and specify which person or
department you wish to contact. Our regular office hours
arc 8 a.m.-5 p.m. MondayFnday.'13 a.m.-noon Saturday.

•

still Om:queued- by the slightesi
symptoms of a cold, particularly
because many Ilse tar tromp
hospitals.
-There is a lot of tear in Iwo
pl.% perhaps more the idea of
(being) learlul oh the anknossii..'
he said.

TROUBLED REGION

HAND-CRAFTED

OFFICE INFO

Subscribers who have not
received their home-delivered
copy of the Murray Ledger &
Times by 5:30 p.m. Monday
through Friday or by 3:30 p.m.
Saturday are urged to call
753-1916 and ask for the circulation department between
5:30-6 p.m. Monday-Friday or
1:30-4 p.m. Saturday.

Aropping.s.
The illness begins with a vaguely, linlike lever, aches and congestion. Death can come as
qui,k1v as a day. Most victims
has e been young. healthy Navajos iii Ness Mexico and Arizona.
/ali said many Navajos are
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Art and craft losers from all across the Jackson Purchase area
acid
flocked to kenlake Slate Resort Park in Aurora Saiurdas
raft
I
rt
\
Purchase.
Jackson
annual
sixth
Sunday to attend the
Festiyal.

Herzegovina (AP) — The
Muslim-led, government today
dropped its opposition to creation
of "safe zones" for its citizens,
despite earlier criticism that the
plan would create Muslim
ghettos.
Grudging acceptance of the
plan, approved Friday by the
U.N. Security Council, Came with
conditiOns. Still, it reflected thc
government's desire for peace
after a 14-month stretch of losses
that have left rival Serbs and
Croats with ,most of Bosnia's
territory..
The Bosnian presidency said in
a statement that it would endorse
creation of the six safe zones,
meant to protect Mittlim civilians, on condition that:
— The zones be expanded bes •
one] the six cities proposed to
include their "economic

'
hinterlands.•
- Serbs withdraw heavy weapons from the vicinity of the
proposed zones.
— The Security Council
approve a new resolution reaffirming its commitment to the
.Vance-Owen plan as the ultimate
goal of the peace proass: That
draft, accepted by Bosnian Serbs
and Croats but rejected by the
Serbs, would give the three ethnic groups roughly the same
amount of land.
The statement said the government decided to accept the plan
because it was "faced with the
risk of the rapid increase of fighting." It was issued amid a sustained Serb assault on Goranle,
one of the proposed safe zones,
and eimitnued Serb stalling On
U.N. ellorts to reach the enclave.
The Serb commander, Gen

Ratko Mladic, has been unavailable for any negotiations since
Bosnian Serb leader Radovan
Karadzic tentatively promised
last Thursday to allow U.N. military observers, into Gorazde. Bosnian radio reported that the
enclave was under Serb attack for
a. 12th day today after six civilians were killed and 26 wounded
on Sunday.
Srebrenica, another Muslini
enclave in eastern Bosnia, also
reportedly came under Serb
attack over the weekend. Five
children were wounded in latenight shelling Saturday, and
another three villages in the enclave were shelled on Sunday.
Bosnian radio said.
The radio reports ,ould not he
intlepchdcmly e uinil limed
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Court rules on religious groups'access to public schools

•

WASHINGTON (AP) — Religious groups must be allowed to
use public schools after hours if
non -re I g itius groups arc given
such permission. the Supreme
Court Ruled today.
The k:ourt unanimously struck
Jon a Nev. York school district's policy that excluded relipous auisities from the list of
,ippro%ed after-hour uses of publschool property.
Writing for the court, Justice
itron R. White said school disLricts arc tree to bar all groups
twill using school facilities. But
once such access is given to some
school officials may not
iiscriminate against religious
roups. White said.
decision added that giving
th,. same access to religious
;roups does not violate the contitutionally required separation
ol churdi and state...

Today's decision was sparked
by a freedom-of-religion and
freedom-of-speech dispute from
the small Suffolk County, N.Y.,
town of Center Moriches.
The school district there prohibited the use of school premises
"by any group for religious
purposes."
The policy was based on a
New York state law that set out
10 purposes for which use . of
schoolhouse facilities may be
granted. Those uses include meetings by civic, political and social
groups but not by religious
groups.
School officials cited the policy when in 1989 they rejected a
request by John Steigerweld, pastor of an Evangelical Christian
Church, Lamb's Chapel, to use a
school building to show a series
of movies about Christian family
values.

The pastor and his church sued
in 1990 but a federal judge and
the 2nd U.S. Circuit Court of
Appeals ruled against them.
Today's decision reversed the
lower court rulings.
White said there was no indication that the Christian movies
would have been barred "for any
reason other than the fact that the
presentation would have been
from a religious perspective."
"In our view, denial nn that
basis was plainly invalid," White
said.
He said past rulings on the
First Amendment's free-speech
right have barred the government
from regulating speech "in ways
that favor some viewpoints or
ideas at the expense of others."
"That principle applies in the
circumstances of this case,"
White said.
The court rejected arguments

LOCAL NEWS ROUNDUP
PISTOL REPORTED STOLEN

Daniel S. Verl, 21, Almo, reported to the Calloway County Sheriff's Department that a pistol was stolen from his residence. The incident is under
investigation

that said letting religious groups
use school facilities during off
hours would make people think
the government is endorsing 'the
religious views of those groups.

MAN ARRESTED ON DRUG CHARGES

Tim Smith, 32, New Concord, was arrested June 6 and charged with cultivating marijuana (five plants), possession of paraphernalia and receiving
stolen property, according to reports from the Calloway County Sheriff's
Department. Smith was lodged in the Calloway County Jail in lieu of
$10,000 bond.

"There would have been no
realistic danger that the community would think that the (school)
district was endorsing religion or
any particular creed, and any
benefit to religion or to the
church would have been no more
than incidental," White wrote.

ARRESTS MADE FOR CONTEMPT OF COURT

The following were arrested by the Calloway County Sheriff s Department
and charged with contempt of court: Derrick Garnott. 23. Murray, $500
bond: Gary Vaughn, Paris. $200 bond.

MAN ARRESTED ON THEFT CHARGES
Willie Joe Hutcheson, 46. Bessmer, Ala., was returned to Calloway County
from Birmingham, Ala., June 5 by Chief Deputy Dan BazzelL and charged
with theft by failure to make required disposition of property over $300 He
was lodged in the Calloway County Jail.

Three court members — Justices Anthony M. Kennedy, Antonin Scalia and Clarence Thomas
— said today's ruling should
have been based solely on the
free-speech rights of religious
groups. They said White's discussion of past freedom-of-religion
cases was unnecessary.

MAN CHARGED WITH SUBSTANCE ABUSE
Christopher M. McCuiston, Poplar Street. was charged June 3 by Murray
police with volatile substance abuse and being a danger to himself. Reports
indicate McCuiston was taken to Murray-Calloway County Hospital

MAN ARRESTED FOR ASSAULT
John P. Taylor, Main Street, was arrested June 6 and charged with fourthdegree assault. According to reports from the Murray Police Department.
the arrest was the result of a complaint filed by Rachel Due.

MAN CHARGED WITH DUI, TERRORISTIC THREATENING

IN Justices allow...
FROM PAGE 1
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The high court last June
Arenoliened its 10-.year ban on.
of ti i Lh sponsored worship in
public schools by prohibiting
praxers at a Rhode Island high
hool's graduation ceremonies.
Those prayers had been led by
Llergv members.
The 5th U.S. Circuit Court of
Appeals ruled last November in a
Texas case that the June ruling
does not apply to graduation
,creniony prayers that are
planned and led by graduating
students.
"A majority of students can do
hat the state acting on its own
c'annot do to incorporate prayer in
public high school graduation
ceremonies,- the appeals court
ruled in a case involving the
clear Creek Independent School

14i0t Itoodrnen
antrui.n, $our dollars
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interest at .1
ompetinte rate. To
Inn? nut rrn)re alHntt

•White...

District near Houston.
Merritt E. Jones, whose
daughter Pamela had attended
Clear Creek schools, and another
father who sued under a pseudonym challenged in 1987 the
school district's policy of allowing graduation ceremony prayers
if requested by students.
Their lawsuit said the policy
violates the constitutionally
required separation of church and
state, and amounts to official
endorsement of religion.
The 5th Circuit court disagreed. "We think that Clear Creek
does not unconstitutionally
endorse religion if it submits the
decision ... to the majority vote
of the senior class," the appeals
court said in a ruling that made
binding law in the three states
within that judicial circuit.
The American Center for Law
and Justice, a not-for-profit organization founded by evangelist
Pat Robertson, cited the 5th Cir-
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cuit court's ruling in a letter sent
to school boards nationwide last
month.
The letter asserted that studentled prayers are constitutionally
acceptable, and that the Supreme
Court's ruling last June was limited to graduation ceremony prayers led by clergy members.
The ACLJ reported recently it
is involved in 130 separate disputes over student-led graduation
prayers throughout the country.
The American Civil Liberties
Union launched a counter crusade
last month.
In the appeal acted on today,
lawyers for the two parents who
challenged the Clear Creek policy
said. the appeals court ruling
"ignores established law."
"Graduation is a statesponsored activity," the appeal
said. "Prayers given at commencement under school policy
are offered by the state. No one
would seriously argue that a
school district could render daily
classroom prayers constitutional
by the simple expedient of conducting a referendum of the student body."
In response, lawyers for the
school district urged the justices
to reject the appeal. They said the
high court's June decision "does
not announce a per se ban on the
inclusion of prayer in graduation
exercises" but only "prohibits
clergy-delivered prayer that is
initiated and directed by the
state."
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FROM PAGE 1
including Sen. David Boren, DOkla., who has opposed the energy tax.
Clinton was scheduled to meet
in the Oval Office late this afternoon with Moynihan and Mitchell. On Sunday, he met with
senior administration officials
who updated him on efforts to
craft an economic plan that can
pass the Senate.
It was unclear how the additional spending cuts would
achieved, but Moynihan, chairman of the Senate Finance Committee, said he had ruled out
increased premiums for higherincome recipients.
Administration otl icials. meanwhile, say they will stand firm on
the need for some broad-based
energy tax and that any,- cut in
taxes must be made up by
reduced spending to keep the
deficit reductions at S5(>) billion
over five years.
And if the compromise still
fails to gain the support of conservative Democrats on the
finance committee, Moynihan
said he•could agree to bypass hispanel and send the legislation
lirectly to the Senate floor.
"1 may (agree to) bypass the
committee. ... 1 hope not to have
to demonstrate how, but it's not
hard," Moynihan said on ABC's
"This Week .With David
Brinkley.•'
Moynihan said he hoped Boren
would support such a compromise. Boren, who • holds a key
swing vote on the finance panel.
has said he opposes Clinton's
energy package.
The Democrats hold onl.x an
11-9 edge on the committee, and
a tie vote would kill the legislation. Republicans are united
against the package.
Among the measures discussed
were a scaled-back energy tax,
actpional spending cuts of up to
S51 billion over live years and a
decision to make any new tas
retroactive to July 1 instead of
Jan. 1. according to Moynihan
and key administration officials.
Moynihan said the compromise
would likely include sonic form
of broad-based energy levy, but
"not a very large one." To make
up for the lost revenue from
scaled-back taxes, Moynihan and
administration, officials said entitlement programs such as Medicare and Medicaid would have to
he cut further.

TRAFFIC STOP LEADS TO OTHER CHARGES
Murray police stopped a vehicle June 6 for having expired tags. During the
traffic stop, officers determined that the driver, who had no identification and
had given his name as Michael Ray Tenis, was actually Sean A. Leslie and
there was an outstanding warrant for contempt of court. Leslie was charged
with possession of marijuana, possession of drug paraphernalia, carrying a
concealed weapon by a convicted felon, giving officers a false name and no
operator's license. A female passenger, Katherine Amy Leslie, was charged
with possession of marijuana and drug paraphernalia.

MAN DIES IN HIGH-SPEED CHASE
John Trevor Knight, 22, Murray. was killed when the car in which he was a
passenger wrecked during a high-speed chase in McCracken County.
According to published reports, McCracken County deputy Elton Smith saw
a black pickup truck, traveling at a high rate of speed, run a stop sign at the
intersection of Old -Benton Road and Kentucky Street at 1:14 a.m. June '6.
The driver, Timothy A. Anderson, 32, Murray, failed to stop the vehicle and
turned south on Oaks Road and gained speed, according to reports. The
truck apparently_ overturned one mile south of Estes Lane on Oaks Road
and both Anderson and Knight were thrown out. Anderson was listed in
good condition at Lourdes Hospital Sunday night. Knight died of blunt, multiple. trauma wounds at 2:53 a.m. at Western Baptist Hospital. according to
McCracken County Coroner Jerry Beyer. A third passenger, William J Culops, 23. Murray was not injured.

•Diseasefills...

Budget Director Leon Panetta
told reporters Sunday that while
the administration was ready to
deal, any package must retain
"some .basic principles," including spending cuts to offset any
reduction in revenue through
taxes.

Baskets Day
at the
Calloway County Library
June 8,1993
9 a.m.-12:00 and 1-4:00 p.m.
You are invited to bring your baskets to the Library
where Larry Hackley,folk art and basket collector,
will appraise, authenticate, advise and
answer questions about them. Mr. Hackley's
primary expertise is baskets made east of the
Mississippi River.
FREE AND OPEN TO THE PUBLIC
Made possible with grants from the Kentucky Arts

Council and the Murray Business Council for the Arts
•

W.M. Weeks, Murray, was arrested June 4 by Murray police and cnarged
with driving under the influence and terroristic threatening.

FROM PAGE 1
patients.
-We haN,e what We believe is
good presumptive es Rh:nee,'
said Joseph McDade of the
Atlanta-based CDC, credited with
discovering the cauw of deadly
Legionnaires‘disease in l976.
Bob Howard of the CDC said
the three antibodv test results had
been otherwise normal. McDade
and Howard said they didn't
know whether the three antibodylinked cases involved victims living or dead.
Howard said about 10 cases of
the illness are being studied, but
only the three results were
released. He said two autopsies
have failed to show antibody,
reactions. hut that this was not

e au
one x pes:led hi...in stopsies
often - don't shock- -ioc els high
enough to be detectable.
The virus, carried in airborne
particles ot rodent waste. is common in Asia and has occurred
more rarely and less severely 111
Europe. But it had not,previously
been associated with the sev'erc
respiratory distress sultered
victims.
When. the virus caii.ed death
elsewhere, it was usuallx he..ause
(it kidney failure. None of the
U.S. violins developed kidno
problems.
No new cases of the
•• ere reported oN Cr the ).+ t_%.‘ k end .
ig cunt inflect cases. seven in
New Mexico and four m Ariiona
have been fatal.

II Twoface...
FROM PAGE 1
abducted at gunpoint from a
shopping plaza on New Year's
Day and forced to drive to a
remote field. They say he was
taunted with racial slurs, doused
with gasoline and set afire. The
32-year-old brokerage clerk was
burned over nearly 40 percent of
his body.
Arrests came six days later
after teen-ager Jeffery Pelleti
confessed and implicated two fellow laborers.
But problems quickly surfaced
for the prosecution.
Wilson initially failed to pick
any suspects from photographs
and, in the ensuing months, he
identified only Kohut.
FBI tests on hair, fingerprints
and fibers failed to link the suspects to the crime. Handwriting
analysis also, failed to link the
suspects to a note left at the
scene that read: "One les nigger
more to go."
Pam, now 18, provided varying versions of what he saw.
The latest account came last
month when he struck a deal with
prosecutors anxious to bolster
their case.
He said the attack began as a

KENTUCKY
COUNTY MAPS
IN STATE BOOK
A book containing all of Kentucky's
120 county maps is available. Printed on
large size 161122 inch double spread
pages. each county has a separate map
The book contains 136 valuable pages
The Blue Grass State's 69,000 miles of
roads are shown in detail. Towns. cities
and villages are trickled and located.
and there is much additional information
To order Kentucky County Map book
send 614 85 (price includes deliveryi
VISA and MasterCard accepted

Make checks payablr to
Comely Mapa
521 Nets Mee
1.y adoe Stetitia. WI 33044
401111111.3331
'lb.., •tatirs satiable AK FA., IN
Olt PA SC TN and WV
Ntl

robbery. He said he followed
behind in a truck as Kohut and
Rourk forced their victim to drive
to the field.
:
"He saw the vvh.rlek.•
tioing,"
according to an investigative
report on his statement. "Ile saw
Kohut give Rourk the jug of gas
and witnessed Rourk dousing
Wilson with the gasoline. lie saw
Wilson on fire."
They left Wilson in the field to
burn, and as they drove away
"all three of them yelled racial
remarks like "Die, nigger, die."
the report said.
In exchange for his testimony.
Pellett is to plead guilty to a state
charge of accessory after the fact.
Sentencing guidelines call for no
more than 22 months in prison.
He has already pleaded guilty
to a federal charge of aiding a
carjacking and was expected to
get much less than the 25-year
maximum sentence.
No federal charges have been
filed against Rourk and Kohut.
but the case is under
investigation.
Defense attorneys say they
have witnesses who can place
Kohut and Rourk at their trailer
park home at the time of the
burning, and that Pellett's testimony is worthless.
"That's going to be tough for
any jury to -live with- and rely
upon," said Public Defender
Julianne Holt, Kohut's attorney.
"Pencil has not been candid with
anyone — hc's changed his story
too often.-
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E.E. Nix terrorized Oklahoma outlaws
1".1)t CAH, Ky. 4.APi - It
t1/4as •,11ti i liii thc. mere mention ot
S \larshal E.E. Nix's name
,tru.k terror in the 'hearts of
lahonia outlaw s.
• *Sometimes I get a little suspi.1011, 01 all the things that have
been said of %%Mien about my
un,l;
admits Paducahan Herman Graha
a Nix nephew.
"B u t h; s as quite a man.'
-\ callowa.t County native. Nix
[no,ecl to the Oklahoma Territory
K-,ahie a
S. marshal. At
end tit his three-year tenure.
nine-out fa '.s had- been killed: 47
11,111ea'd and more than
bars. accord to • oktahombres Revisited.A
1,
00k h‘ Thomas R. liolRaffles%ilk. Okla_

_- behind

(0,01.ini. 79. didn't. know
ii, ior it. the little paperback
ould be for sale in Nix's
state. "Wal-\flu has
Mr Holland a test order on
oh a ter\ large )owt],
he said. Mean, opies 1 'Ok lahombres
12,1 are available Irom the
aill110!

2'sh-page book was
•
lahombres.
,
story published in
iIre
•
it,' also used newspaper
and other lirsiltand
ht,111 \15.• bulging old
„Is.-„L.lilt. h • Gra ham own,
sI- i

:J1

h'.*

Black, white
poverty gap
on the rise
\NKFORT, Kv
AP) --he
hem col the percentages
and ,,thite children living
roy;ity increased in Kentucky
111Sl1 and 1990, although
it
tJ;IIT ••
blith grew, according
to .01 arialxsis ol 1990 census
Kentlic- kv KIDS C'OUNT Consortium said in a survey released
todai,.. that nearly hall, Of 47 percent. of black children in Kenare poor. compared with
22
r...r..-ent of white children.
percent of. black
‘outlis 1p.:(1 below the federal
pir.eir% line. while 20 percent ol
V.. lin:
wore in poverty.
-"the disparities havt• gotten
hetween whites and Atri..111 ‘niericans$' said Michael
Pri.e. .1 'slat,
:demographer at the
tins er•It't 01 Louisville. -We're
expe,:iing change (tor the better),
and ‘.te.rs- not seeing it.Beti
Olinger, a consortium
member. -said Kentucky's policies
los noserablx tailed large numbers ill children.
hies,- numbers show us a big
!tolip ()I children to whom we
must target our state- and local
:1•• NAM as our economic development strategies," said
ohni:er. a nursing professor at
Berea College. "We must also
address the remannng racism in
01.11.111.1IVNis also showed that
Ha,k children in Fayette and Jefferson counties are four tittles
morAikely than white children to
be
hi Jeflerson County, the percentage ot black children living
in poverty grew from 39 percent
19S0 to nearly 49 percent in
1990. The poverty rate for black
children in Daviess, Kenton and
Warren eiuinties increased by
22.5, 14.2 and 12.7 percent
respeitixely bettveen 1980 and
1990.
The pot ert IC% el I or a family
ot three is a gross annual income
Ii s11,•010 or lesS,
The Lonsortium includes Kentucky Y out h Ad vocates and
research arms ol 1. of L., the Universitv ol Kentucky and Berea

tamiliar reason lor pox-city
!amities headed by single
parents
is among the reasons
more black children live in poverty. Price said.

KENTUCKY BACKROADS
By Berry Craig
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Need auto insurance?
Check with us first.
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.iselI as 111.2 air
In!..n.:‘:1„11 IOU it ts en
other law br..-als.:r. rii tb., .115-.1

AFV)4,,

lass

shunned publicity. "lhe paperback fame yy Inch came to many a
xx esicrn lawman in the dime
novels and Police Gaiette jtwrnalisni escaped
Wounded in a shoolout with
train robbers in Hilq4. Nix 11.1rrow. Iv escaped death many tunes.
But (MC ot
his most lamous
entounters ss tb crooks happened
long after his lass Man
in 19
•11 Vt.a• sso,k mg at a
Si 1 ours brokerage onipany
15511
litIlltfti 1)1'401• anti
delnantliti ash Nix k;a11111\
Jim Masterson. Hat's brother.
was a Nix deputy. So V!..1S TOM 'Rom his briel,asi the old sixshooter he'd taken trom desperMix before lie rode oil into the
ado
Doolin: the
sunset as a cowboy movie star.
thieyes Iled.
The son ol Simpson So.rates
\ix, 0.
hut nobodY got
ir.
Nix, a Conlederati a nti!, olto:
hurt. "\ly ;Ye is had."'
told
Nix was horn near the CallOvy
1 inust be getOw nett spap.,21s
County community ()I Cold‘yater
ting old I tried to hit their lees
the year the Civil War
hut 1 missed en"
began lie settled in Guthrie.
Nox died in Caldornia Ill 1 1)41.
Okla., and ran a grocers store
yyei,..• hu r led
Cremated. his
before pinning on a badge 111
h
iii l'adtkall s ().11,
IN2rwath .1 ,1111,111
8.-1.1-) 111..
'111 sear. Nixs pistol dim
111l
.i1111
111111
.1,
opened the 5.6-million acre CherIRS1
S. 51.A R SII -51..
okee Strip to 100.0110 settlers md
oKI Slio‘1•5
speLulators seeking free land. It
-film's not right, though...
as the 'largest land lush. in
Graham said
111.-R' ss'It.' 0111,:r
Amer iy an history .
11
\
btu
riiai4,
Even so. Holland says Soy

and treasures.
Holland's book tells about the
-exploits of Nix and his deputies
against OutJaW hands like the
Doohn-Dalton gang, vtluch shot
it out with peace officers in
Ingalls. Okla. Three deputies died
in a hail ol bullets, prompting
Oklahoma's chic' judge to wire
-The only good outlaw fs
dead one, 1 hope ou will instruct
sour deputies to bring 111 dead
outlaws in the future.-

News of the World
ASPIN MEETS WITH UKRAINIAN OFFICIALS
-.
1;1 ,;:le tise
KIEV. Ukraine jAPI - Defense Sect-1t'1 Los Asp
way in his search for ways to end tensions betwee- . •-• -e and Cius
over the future of nuclear weapons Ukraine inher-rec '-om the Soviet
arsenal In two days of talks with Russian Defense Minister Pavel Grachev.
Aspin "tried out a few specific proposals" aimed at satisfyi^g the Russians
and compelling Ukraine to give up the nearly 2.000 nuclear weapons that
remain on its soil. Grachev was skect;cal of Aspin's s,ggeslons, although
at no point did he categorically reject anything Secretar.,
said a U.S. government official involved in the talks As:- •
k.4 • ,„!.-)jtoday in Kiev with Ukrainian President Leonid Kravchuo
Konstantin Morozov and a delega. cr• from !he Rad-r
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CHINESE SHIP RUNS AGROUND

,•,. •,- some
t know vid-i •.
NEW YORK (AP)- For months the) c
Cy scratch
days there was food, on others, nothing One man kept .3 r•
desperate
ing the days- 114 of them - on the wall of the ship s hold
voyage to America for iabout 300 illegal Chinese immigrant itcard the Golden Venture came to a terrifying end early Sunday whet'e freighter ran
aground off a New York City beach The Chinese, some in suits, others in
underwear, jumped into the cold Atlantic and struggled toward shore in a
scene that one police officer said looked like movies of the invasion of Nor
moody. At least seven people died; r"T„in others were treated for exposure-
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CARPIO SAYS HE WILL CLEAN UP COUNTRY
GUATEMALA CITY (AP)- Newly elected President Ramiro de Leon Carpio
is promising to clean up corruption in tne Congress. courts and military But
its unclear how far the powerful armea forces, which has ruled the country
almost continuously since 1954, will let him go De Leon Carpi°. Guatema
la's leading human rights crusader. sad Sunday he wou.d purge al, gcr:
ernment institutions. including the army to, restore stabi;tty to the
American nation. De Leon Carpio's election was seen as extraord,i
Guatemala, a country convulsed by a 33-yea.r civil war between the goo ,
ment and a leftist insurgency. He had been a fierce critic of
government human rights abuses and escaped house arrest shor•
emergency rule began May 25 under his predecessor. .2orge Se7,,e'C
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Among white lanolies in Kenpercent are headed by
k ,
single women. But among black
'amities. more than 53 percent
single mothers.
.ire 11C4Cte1
Price said.

...Ch0000000.

ticrald Neal. the only black
member (it the state Senate. said
the higher pertentages lor black
children "punctuate the fact that
de!ICIerk
there is .1 iter Ner
in OW Nth. 10Ct.()wink: structure...
Ile said total and state gov ernin,2111, mii•i target the Causes 01
including
the ilisparitie•

Laughter is the best medicine, but if that doesn't work,call 1-800-551-4784.
When you need more than a good chuckle to help you feel better, call our physician referral hotline. day or
night. With any luck and the right medical help-you'll be back to your jovial self in no time.

PINELAKE MEDICAL CENTER
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I hose numbers have existed
and been hulkling kw a number
of "Years... smd Neal. 1.111111,1VIlle
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WASHINGTON TODAY

Long-lost capitol
cornerstone object
of intense search
By LAWRENCE L. KNUTSON
Associated Press Writer

WASHINGTON (AP) — Architectural detectives digging against a
deadline are deep inside the U.S. Capitol trying to solve a 200-yearold mystery: the whereabouts of the long-lost cornerstone laid by
George Washington in 1793.
"This is detective work, but it's detective work with a tuist,'' says
William C. Allen. the Capitol's official architectural historian.
"How many detectives look for a cornerstone, kg something that
doesn't have legs. doesn't move around with ease?"
The cornerstone was set in masonry in the Capitol foundation Sept.
18, 1793, amid the drone of speeches and the crash of artillery salutes.
But although it has been the subject of sporadic searches since the
1950s. the stone and its inscribed silver plate have long been lost,
sunken somewhere beneath the Capitols sandstone and marble, the
pillars and the dome.
As the 200th anniversary of the laying of the cornerstone approaches. workers have torn up a modern concrete floor in an tmused storeroom in the Capitol basement. It's in the southeast corner of the orieinal House of Represent:16%0es.
Pits have been dug along the foundation walls. The searchers are
using augers to bore 12-foot drill holes under them.
Scientists from the U.S. Coast and Geodetic Survey arc analyzing
the extracted soil, searching for traces of silver that may have leached
from the cornerstone's silver plate in the course of two centuries.
And the Sept. 18 anniversary is ,coming up.
"We're looking for t in the most scientific and non-destructive
way,— Allen said.
And if we fail, we will leave it to future generations to use their
technology to look for it. because it will always hold a fascination,..
he said. "The cornerstone has a ver) peculiar grip on people',
curiosity."
If the cornerstone isn't found, the. commemoration of the beginnings
that it symbolizes and the Capitol's 200 years of history will continue
nonetheless.
Congress has not announced plans for a Sept. 18 bicentennial cer,•
ninny. hut is expected to do so soon. On Sept. I8. 1893, President
Grover Cleveland drove up from the White House to do the -honors.
The Washington Grand Lodge plans to recreate 'the Masonic ceremony used in the 1793 laying of the cornerstone. The Library of Congress is considering an exhibit: lectures and publications are in the
works.
•
But the real focus of the Capitol's 200th anniversary is the hunt for
the eornerstone.
What is known about it comes from a 1793 Alexandria. Va.. newspaper that described the ceremony.
A5.cording to that story, the stone was "huge," the inscribed silver
plste lauding Washington's virtues was attached to its bottom and it
was. placed in the southeast corner of the foundation.
Georgetown silversmith Caleb Bentley was paid 5 pounds 5 shillings to fabricate and engrave the siker plate.
For decades, the search for the cornerstone was conducted in the
southeast corner of the original Senate building because it 595 the
lirst to he completed.
Allen thinks that was a wild goose chase.
It ignores the fact that in 1793 they had no idea the Capitol would
have to be built in Stages," Allen said. "So it is my contention it is in
the southeast corner of the completed building, which would place it
in the foundation of the original House of Representatives."
The stone will he difficult to find because the side with the
engraved silver plate was placed directly on the ground.
Metal detectors were of no use because of the quantities of metal in
the fieldstone used to make the foundation. Fiber optic inspections ol
the drill holes proved inconclusive.
So Allen hopes chemical analysis will find traces of Caleb Bentley 's siker plate and point the way to the stone.
"There is no step along the way to let us know if we are getting
close this is •an all-or-nothing deal." Allen said.
And he has a haunting fear: What ii. that identifying silver plate has
--never been there?
1 signet:me% envision a situation in which the cornerstone ceremonies are concluded. Washington rides away in his carriage, the bands
march off, the crowd disperses --- and someone comes back in the
night and steals it," Allen said.

GUEST EDITORIAL
Lexington Herald-Leader:
.ist . ear, the Ken-lucky Lottery ('orp. produced SI(X) million in.
revenue, on total sales of S427 million. That's a return to the
'late of less than 24 percent, considerably below industry standards
that say a state should net about 35 percent of every dollar spent playing the lottery.
Obviously, Kentucky's lottery spends more than normal on prizes,
commissions to retailers and administrative costs. The prizes and commissions no doubt contribute to the high sales volume. But what about.
those administrative costs?
They have included widespread nepotism in lottery hiring and widespread cronyism in lottery contracts. And then there's that May 7-10
trip lour lottery officials took to Aruba.
The lottery spent at least S5,383 to send the lour to an international
lottery conference at the Caribbean resort. The conference was mainly
for representatives from Latin American and Caribbean lotteries,
which makes you wonder what value the meetings were to Kentucky's
operation. Apparently, the only other American lottery officials to
attend were from Iowa: and the Iowa lottery commissioner was there
because, as an expert on international lotteries, he was asked to serve
as conference moderator. ...
Aren't you glad the state's return on the lottery is being eroded by
"administrative costs"? ...
And don't you think it's about time the General Assembly got about
the job of-cleaning the Kentucky Lottery Corp.'s house ---- without, of
course, giving Gov. Brereton Jones an opportunity to turn the lottery
into another source of publi• funding for the thoroughbred ra, mg and
breeding industries?

Firefighters deserve recognition
For volunteers, recognition
takes the place of a weekly paycheck. Sometimes the recognition
is there, sometimes it is not.
After a recent tragedy, I felt
compelled to give public recognition to those who worked so hard
for others.
When the home of David Graham caught fire Wednesday
night, the Calloway County FireRescue was there in full force.
Not only were 30 men prepared to fight a fire, the first
trucks arrived within four
minutes of the call.
These firefighters are volunteers. They are not paid to risk
their lives.
At this particular fire, several
men did just that.
I think anyone who was watching the firefighters work would
agree that these men are highly
trained and committed to doing
the very best job they can.
When I got to the house, about
six minutes after the call, the
trucks were already hooked up to
a fire hydrant and ready to fight.
The blaze had engulfed the garage and was moving rapidly tow ard the house.
The situation could have been
a disaster, not only for the Grahams, but for their neighbors.
Fortunately, the firelighters
were able to effectively contain
the fire and save the house from
complete destruction.

Perhaps even more touching
was what happened after the tire
was under control.
As I stood in Iroid of The
house. I Sass' big. smoke-covered
firelighters emerging Irom the
house with armloads of lurniture.
These guys were not just lugging out someone else's personal
belongings and tossing things on
the ground. They were being very
careful, as 0 the furniture was
their own.
Men came out with clothes and
pictures and anything else they
could carry.
When I - went around to the
back ol the house, the suutation
was the same.
Books and other things \Aefe .
being stacked eare-lully out of
harm's was.
A fire in one's home must he a
devastating event. The loss has to
he overwhelming. We all have
things that can't he replaced.
However. the Calloway County
Fire-Rescue volunteers did all
they could to save those items
that could not he replaced.

AND NOW.

%.1 hen there IN .1 _life or
wreck in the county. no matter
what time or where, these volunteers are there.
I have seen the Calloway County Fire-Rescue at work for
more than six months and I can
honestly say it is the most effiorganized
cient, well
group of volunteer firelighters in
this area.
So, lor those who get only recognition. here it is.
Those of
ho use in the
city limns are loriunate enough
lull-nine
to also he served hy
professional fire department.
I'd also like to sing as praises.
Although some people say thie
do Mg understand \A hl. \At: shOtild
wait. those
PaY Pc6Ple
people have pr
needed the set-% le..s of the fire
department.
Like the comm.-. I ha. e
ak•hed the !Muria% Fire .0k:partMint at work on numerous
occasions.
These 11101 respond to every
call in OW OR as well as run th:
I h.&

rescue truck in the county. They
are last and they are good at what
they 110.
Recently a person called me to
complain about the city tire
department. That individual said
it took the .it nearly 20 minutes
to respond to an aeeident imi
Ar caught tire.
which
That person was mistaken.
aecording to my watch. I heard
the alarm go out and approximately three minutes lafer,
heard the truck s on the scene.
The Murray Fire Department
has one of the hest response
times in west Kentucky.
Residents here should be grateful for that.
When I worked in Marshall
County. there wa%, no tun-time
a person
tire dk:pa mil
needed to he cut out oh a car.
ambulance personnel had to wan
for a volunteer rescue person to
be called and fig that person to
get to the st:elle.
As any emergency services
person knows, time is of the
essence whether it be .a lire, car
wreek. Of siffirl\ a mother locking her child in the house or car
ithat happens quite a hitl.
nhke most smaller, rural
counties. Calloway has been
blessed w WI two lire tkparl111C4lls
that Lan. without a doubt, handle
any situation.
Vve should all give them
recognition.

SUPER GERGEN
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Business incentives questioned
FRANKFORT, Ky.(AP) — It
is practically an article of faith in
Kentucky government that incentives of some sort must be
offered to attract business to the
stale.

Perhaps it's a manifestation Out
the basic insecurity of KentucAn Associated Press News Analysis
kians. Maybe it's the tradition of
bribery. Maybe it's a simple reaction to the competition.
new or expanded lions." Lynch
iii live sears.''
Whatever the reason, some are
said in an article for the Kentucknoted, despite the
T ,
now beginning to question the
y Annual Economic Report, a
fact that there was an increase in
wisdom of the practice, here and
publication of the Center for Busthe tax rate in 1992 Irom 7.25
elsewhere.
•iness and Economic Reseatch at
percent to 8'..2.5 percent.
The National Governors Assothe University of Kentucky.
Ines pheahly , Gov . Bri..roon
ciation is knocking around the
"Moreover, qualify ing manuJones administration remains
issue. But in Kentucky, a series
facturing companies may take
bullish on the corporate in.igne
of articles by Lexington Herald corporation income tax credits
tax. In October 1992, when the
Leader columnist' Bill Bishop
administration re% ised the Generequal to the lull value of land
raised the possibility that the
acquisition and construction
al Fund revenue projections lor
incentives are of questionable
costs," Lynch continued. "Addithe year downward. the estimate
value in the long term. Bishop's
tional incentives reduce other
for the corporate income tax was
articles have been cursed and
state and local tax payments as
actually raised by S27 million, an
worse in the economic developwell."
increase of 16.7 percent. And the
ment and government establishprojection for next fiscal year
Lynch said a provision that
ments where incentives are pracwas also glireased. by 6.1 perallows companies to charge past
tically dogma.
has
income
current
to S;35 million
against
cent.
losses
But now there is new evidence
pertormance has simply
hurt tax receipts.
Actual
also
from -the Ge-neral Assembly 's
supported that optimism.
away stuff,"
giving
not
keep
"We
own economist that the tax creLynch said in an interview. Through the end of April. the List
dits, deductions and dodges given
time for w hieh complete figures
orporate income tax. 0 you
to business to move or expand in
hasn't grown
record.
are available. corporate income
the
at
look
Kentucky may actually be costing
the state money.
Transylvania University Professor Larry Lynch said the
Readers and residents are welcome and encouraged to express
•incentiv es- offered to business
their
opinions on our "Perspective" page by writing letters to the
may he to blame for the failure of.
editor. We print letters on a variety of topics, provided they comply
the corporate income tax to bring
with the following guidelines: all letters must be signed by the wriin as much money as estimated
with the writer's address and telephone number included in
ter,
And that problem has led to
verification is necessary (telephone numbcrs will not be pubcase
years.
recent
in
cuts
budget
lished).
Letters must not be more than 500 words. Letters should be
"Kentucky' economic deveand double-spaced if possible. We reserve the right to
typewritten
lopment incentives, which were
or
condense
reject any letter and to limit frequent writers.
1992
strengthened by
Letters Aould be addressed to: Letter to the Editor, Murray Ledprovide for a full 10-year waiver
ger & Times, P.O. Box 1040, Murray, KY 42071.
of corporation income taxes lor

Mark R. Chellgren

•••••.•=•....

Just drop us a line •••

lases had .is mail' de•lined lor
the soar tv% 11.-4 per..ent. Total
receipts lor the to, would have to
double in the rein:tuning two
months of the fiscal year over
what had been taken in during the
enore first 10 month, of the year
in order to meet the new
projections.
"We really need to get at business taxes. hut I don't know how to do it.— Lynch said.
He said the last innovative idea
lor taxing businesses came from
Gov. John V. Brown Jr., who
floated something called a BusineNs ACII\ it Tax.
Lynch worries about the state's
entire taxani/system.
The Individual income and
sales taxes can't be realistically
raised because they are already
relatively high. he said. Lynch
supports higher taxes on real
property. perhaps even doing
away with taxes on intangible
property. to win political support
for higher rates. But property taxes are anathema in Kentucky.
• °'What else- are we going to
raise?" Lynch asks. "I guess the
(Inc hope is to extend the sales
tak to services."
But the political palatability of
that idea is also suspect, especially given the welcome that Gov.
Wallace Wilkinson got when he
floated it.
Lynch was slightly optimistic
m his article about the future
accuracy of revenue forecasts.
But he also ended with a warning of sorts.
"The revenue loss from corporations may create pressures to
sianci.tircfase other taxes," Lynch

'
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FARM/AGRICULTURE
Blue mold warning issued to tobacco farmers
A blue mold warning was issued
Thursday. May 27. for all of Kentucky,after the first incidence of the
disease this year in the state was
discovered in greenhouse-producted tobacco in Hart County.
Blue mold is a fungal disease that
can devastate susceptible 'fields of
tobacco if the outbread is great and
weather conditions favor its development, said Bill Nesmith, Extension plant pathologist with the University of Kentucky College of
Agriculture.
The first outbreak this season
occurred in a Hart County greenhouse where transplants were being

produced. A significant number of
plants in the greenhouse was infected systemically and infected
plants supported very heavy sporulation of the fungus, he said.
A blue mold warning means that
there are spores in the air and
weather conditions would support
infection. Concern is also increased
due the exlensive commercialitation of the tobacco transplant industry, he said.
"Based on samples submitted to
us, at least two cycles of the disease
have already occurred, but probably
at least three generations have
occurred. We must assume that

spores have been released from for
several- weeks.
"We also must assume other
infections have occurred in the state
and have not yet been identified."
Nesmith said.
Currently, he said, tests are
underway to see if the fungus found
in the greenhouse is resistant to the
only fungicide approved for use to
protect tobacco crops.
"Based on the information obtained from the site, the hypothesis
is that this outbreak is resistant to
Ridomil, the approved fungicide,"

he said.
Nesmith said the best advice he
can give to growers at this time is to
keep vigorous blue mold control
programs in place for plant beds by
using Ridomil plus ferbam and to
use Ridomil in the field preplant as
labelled.
"Because fields have already
been selected and prepared,the only
cultural steps thatcan be taken arc to
keep plant populations low and to
avoid excessive rates of nitrogen.
Observations have shown that the
greatest damage from blue mold
occurs under conditions of high
plant populations and high nitrogen

application," he said.
Nesmith said no fungicide other
than Ridomil is labelled for the field
use.
In addition, he said, no
-fungicide programs are labelled for
the greenhouse or float systems.
"We urge producers of transplants to reduce humidity and leaf

wetness in the greenhouse and float
systems to help reduce the potential
for blue mold development where
spores land," he said.
Nesmith said that farmers who
suspect blue mold activity in their .
tobacco should contact their county
Extension agent immediately.

Canola oil very popular among consumers,
other factors limit it as widespread crop
WASHINGTON (AP) —
Although canal oil is increasingly popular among health conscious U.S. consumers
because Of its low level of saturated lat, other factors are keeping
canola from becoming a widespread crop here.
ke increased 223 percent in
the United States between 1987
and 1992, going from 263 million
pounds to 849 million pounds.
However, it still accounts for less
than 5 percent ol the vegetable
oils market.
A type of rapeseed. Canola has
the lowest level of saturated tat
among major vegetable oils,
George Douvelis of the Agriculture Department's Economic
Research Service said in 3 report
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in areas where wheat is grown.
Wheat has an established government support program, which
InAes it difficult for canola to
compete. Douvehs said. A lack of pesticides for use, on
-cariola is also a problem facing
\tould-he producers, the report
said.
And cambia meal is a less valuable livestock feed than soybean
meal. Dont ells said, because it is
lower in protein and a has,a higher roughage content.
The report cited the experience
ol Robert Nixon, a farmer in
()range County, "a. who tried
growing canola lor the first time
in MI.
l'nable to find a local - buyer
V.110 would pax what Nixon con-

sidered a reasonable price lOr his
canola crop, he shipped it to
Canada.
A plant in Augusta. Ga., owned by the Archer Daniels Midland Co. used to process canola
but no longer does_ — You have to
have enough volume to achieve
economies of sale. But the volume of canola just wasn't there.''
said Parry Dixon, .ADM's director of economic research. -"This illustrates the dilemma
for the fledgling canola industry,-" the report said. "Irides,.
there's a large amount of canola
planted, processors like AlAl
can't justify investing in crushing
plants. And il crushing fatalities
are not available, tanners arc
unlikely to switch to the crop.'
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(-harks I.. Eldridge. left, receix es the faster
onser%ationist
ard front Ste e A knit, distriCt conservationist vv kb the Soil
Conser%ation Service. The award is sponsored hy the Callow a)
Cop
'miser'.ation District.

TOBACCO
INSURANCE

Tools play vital role in garden maintenance
When we bought our lirst
lunise. we were amaied at the
number of tools we needed to
maintain our abode. Aside from
the handyman-type tools, we also
had Ti obtain gardening tools.
and headed for the local hardware
'.tor," to buy a trowel; shovel,
rake and hoe.
WO and Dad packed up and
sent the old push mower MOW,
po\‘ en I used as a kid. We were
all set to begin our first adult gar&mug adventure.
The iirst thing we discovered
we started
to tackle our
as
neglected and overgrown yard
was that we needed more tools:
pruners and a pruning saw to cut
back the 51)-year-old roses and
lilaes. and gloves to protect our
kinds from wicked thorns. Back
to the hardware store.
Alter hacking our way through
the jungle, we decided to dig a
smaIt vegetable plot. The shovel
went in about two inches and hit
a solid obstaele. We found that
our soil was nothing more than
few grains of sand among millions of round, gravelly river
rocks.
lust thinking about having to
silt ions of gravel in order to
grow a 'few vegetables Would
eneinirage most people to forget
about planting a garden, but we
\\ irk. undaunted. Again we niade
a trip to the hardware store, this
time to buy a wheelbarrow and
the materials to build a giant
sifter.
By this time, we had acquired
quite , a collection of gardening
tools. hut became convinced by

Growing In
the Garden
By Cathleen Lalicker
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hand\ in a kitchen drawer.
11\ other fa‘onte tool is a* sturdy hand trowel that does not ,kiend
kk.kward. I use this trowel to
tiansplain small plants or root out
‘keetts,

has

me for seven
‘,....11N BONA, and its original price
slightl‘ higher than that of the
ITOWels
has
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economical. It) work w iL sit!,
standard garden tools. A good
tool will mean less wear and teat
on your body
and too man% 01
us know the cost (il a spiamed
hack purchased throueli
struggle with a dull hOe.
A good tool will last !limit Ion
ger than its weak and ill le,igned
cousins. And a good lool will
become a constant Ii tend _Oki all%
in the garden.

Rates Reduced
Call Us For A Quote—
Tony Boyd

Western Ky.
Insurance
302 N. 12th St.
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YOU DON'T
NEED US...
IF YOU CAN GUARANTEE
A 100% HAIL FREE HARVEST
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CROP HAIL
INSURANCE

Hail can do as much damage to
your bank account, your family,
as it can to your
your future .
fields. Talk to a member of "the
growing team" about protecting
your crops with Crop Hail Insurance. You'll find attractive, competitive, affordable rates.

Are vou worried that your adjustable rate mortgage w ill only aduist
in one direction—up? Then get it fixed. Finance or refinance with
long term fixed rate mortgage loan from Republic Best 1)1 all, our
long term Big Fix Mortgage has absolutelyyposnwely

NO POINTS, NO CLOSING COSTS, AND NO FEES!
You can't beat it—your rate is guaranteed. your monthly payments
are guaranteed, and we handle the servicing Its ally,cast) alter
Call Republic and get the Big Fix.

M021753-5602

4amencan

VaGnsurance

Savings Bank
12(11 \lain 'greet
Morrav, Kentut Ix%
759-1630

4'? Jackson Purchase
Agricultural Credit Association
Murtity Office
Hwy. 641 N.
Murray, KY 42071
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MURRAY TODAY
Ladies' events scheduled
as tollows:
Ladies' diy events will be held
Championship Ilieht - Mary
Wednesday. June 9, at Murray
Bogard:
Country Club.
wilt be servrd -31-- -First High, T 'winner
'Betty
noon at a cost of S5 per person.
Stewart;
Reservations should be made by
Second flight winners - Ramey
Apperson and Norma Frank:
Tuesday by calling 753-6113.
Bridge will be played at 9:30
Third flight winners - Pegg)
a.m. For reservations or cancellaShoemaker and Billie Wilson;
tions call Eva Morris.
Fourth flight winner - Rebecca
Golf will be played at 9:30
Irvan.
a.m. with Wanda Brown and JenLow putts for the day - Diane
nifer Crouse as hostesses.
Villa nova.
Those not listed in the lineup
but desiring to play may come
and he paired at the tee. If a person is unable to play, please call
one of the hostesses.
The lineup is -as follows

JO'S DATEBOOK
Jo Burkeen
Murray Today editor

lutiCheon

Oaks' ladies
plan events

Tee 1 - Wanda Brown Jennifer
Crouse, Betty Stewart and Frances
Hulse:
Tee 2- Billie Cohoon, Sherry Gibbs.
Freda Steely and Peggy Shoemaker.
Tee 3 - Tonja Fike, Diane Villanova.
Toni Hopson and Mary 0 Day.
Tee 4 - Faira Alexander. Billie Wilson. Margaret Shuffett and Anna Mary
Adams,
Tee 5 - Frances Richey, Rowena
Cullom. Nancy Haverstock and Patty
Claypool;
Tee 6 - Louise Lamb. Lois Keller.
Ann Brown and Rebecca Irvan

Winners of play on Wednesday, May 26, have been released

Ladies' day t.•)ents at the Oaks
Country. Club will he Wednesday.
June 9.
Bridge will he played at 9:30
a.M.
Golf play will start at 9:30 a.m.
with Grace James and Kathryn
Outland as hostesses.
Pairings will he nia'de at the
tee.

Winners of golf play on Wednesday, June 2. have been
released by Ertna Tuck, hostess,
as follows:
First place - Terry Shertzer and
Debbie Ray;
Second place - Shirley LeMastus and Crystal Parks;
Third place - Laverne Claxton
and Mary Alice Garner.
•
b

/'\

Southwest Committee to meet Tuesday
The Curriculum Committee of Site-Based Decision Mak,ng Council at
Southwest Calloway Elementary School will meet -Tuesday, June 8. at 2
p m All members and interested persons are invited to attend

Mr. and Mrs. Edward E. Fitts

Singles will meet Tuesday

Couple will celebrate 50th .
anniversary Wednesday

Sin1es Organizational Society (SOS) will rivet Tuesday. June 8. at 7
p m at Murray-Calloway County Chamber of Commerce building -Stretch
mg the Single Dollar' will be theme of the program to be presented by Pat
Latimer and Tom Rushing, vice presidents of Bank of Murray Singles interested in attending the June 11 Playhouse in the Park production of "Oklahoma" should get their reservations in on Tuesday. SOS is a non-profit support
and social group for single adults, whether always single, separated,
divorced or widowed For more information "call Pamela at 753-7638 or
Jeanne. 753-0224'.

Mr. and Mrs. Edward E. Fitts of Rt. I, Puryear, Tenn., %% ill he married for 50 years on Wednesday, June 9.
They were married in Brisbane. Australia, on June 9. 1943, Mole
Scotts Grove plans Bible School
Mr. Fitts was stationed in Australia. during World War II.
Scotts Grove Baptist Church, located on Highway 641 North at city lim.ts.
will have Vacation Bible School starting tonight (Monda}0 and continu.ng
Mrs. Fitts, the former Mena Monckton, is the daughter of the late
through Friday, June 11. Classes for all ages, including adults, will be from
Mr. and Mrs. Thomas J. Monckton of Brisbane.
6 to 8 p.m. For information or transportation call 753-3053 The Rev HeyMr. Fitts is the son of the late Mrs. Bertha Rose and the late Freeward Roberts is pastor of the church
man Fitts of Murray.
Their children are John Fitts and wile, Betty, of Springville. Tenn..
South Murray Club plans meeting
Mrs. Judy Guillory and husband, Chet. ot Bowling Green, and \h..
South Murray Homemakers Club wfll meet Tuesday. June 8, at 11 a m at
the courthouse pavilion at Murray-Calloway County Park A potluck meal will
WmmIred Logan anti husband, Billy Terrell, of Troy. Tenn.
be Served. All members and interested persons are invited. At the April
Their sot grandchildren are Terra and Regina Huts (il Kansa...Anne
meeting,
Clark presented a Mini lesson on -Blood Pressure: Elected
and Joe Guillory of Bowling Green and Jennie and Dan Logan Oi .. as officersLola
for 1993-94 were Vonda Gibson. president: Maxine Kaiser. V.CP
Troy., Tenn.
chairman, and Dorothy Jennings. secretary-treasurer
A family dinner was held at Paris Landing State Park Inn.

Story Hours will not be this.. week

41111
111'.

N34•Sir

Selections is pleased
to announce that Marcy
Marine bride-elect of
Rusty Back has joined
our bridal registry by
choosing her china,
crystal and flatware.

The Calloway County Chapter of the American Red Cross
started its 1993 Learn to Swim Program today at Murray-Calloway
County Park Pool. The cost is 525 per person. Sign-up will continue
throughout the summer until the classes are full. No phone registration
will he taken. Office hours are 9 a.m. to noon and 1 to 4 p.m.. !Monday through Friday, at Weaks Community Center. For iniorrnation call
753-1421.

Story- Hours will not be held at Calloway County Public Library this week
to allow for the preparation of the summer programs Story Hours, a book enrichment program designed for children, ages 3-7. will be held from 10.30
to 1130 am. each Tuesday and Wednesday. starting June 15 A special
30-minute version. Parents and Twos, is designed for children. age 2.
accompanied by a parent or adult, each Tuesday and Wednesday--at 9 30
a m., also starting June 15. Interested persons may call the library at
753-2288

b

Terri Fortner
recent bride of
Barry Fortner
has made her
gift selections
from
Pier l's
Bridal Registry

Auditions planned at Playhouse
Auditions of "The Star-Spangled Girl. will Ide held at Playhouse ir Me Park starting tonight (Monday). They will be from 7 to 10 p m tonight. Tues.-day and Wednesday Parts will be for two men and one woman, teens to
early 30s For more information call the Playhouse at 759-1752

Prayer Coffee at Billington home
Praier Coffee ol Murray Christian Women's Club will be Tuesday. June 8.
at 9-30 a.m. at the home of Elvie Billington, 1543 Canterbury Dr. Murray.
Plans will also-be discussed for-the nextluncheon on Tuesday. June 15.
from noon to 2 p.m. at Mayflower Restaurant at Holiday Inn These events
are open to all interested women. Reservations for the luncheon should be
made by Sunday evening, June 13. by callin Freda Lovett. 753-3999. or
Vida Trenholm. 753-2399.

ogelealeilS
Mon.-Sat.
10 a.m.-5 p.m.

The Place I() Diseovel
120511 Chestnut • 753-1S51

Dixieland Ctr. 753-8808 Chestnut St..,
-

Overeaters Anonymous Wednesday
Murray Overeaters Anounymous will meet Wednesday, Jurie 9. at 5 15
p.m. at Ellis Community, 630 Ellis Dr This is open to all interested persons
OA is a fellowship pf men and women from all walks of life who meet in
order to help solve a common problem - compulsive overeating. The orly
requirement for membership is a desire to stop eating compulsively OA is
patterned after Alocholics Anonymous program. There are no dues, no fees.
no weigh -ins and no diets.

off
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Spring & Summer merchandise
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THEOS meeting on Tuesday
'Ii FSDAY SHOW - Popeye the Sailor.. Olive Oil. Moto arid
other famous cartoon characters will be seen in person and li.e on
stage when the nationally-touring professional production -of 'lite
Ad.entures of Popeye the Sailor" comes to Curris Center Auditorium on Tuesday. June 8, at 7 p.m. The local engagement is being
sponsored by the Murray Business and Professional Women's
Club as a fundraiser for its civic projects. Tickets are priced at S5
for children and $8 for adults. They: may be obtained at the door
or in advance from any member of the sponsoring organifation.
For information call Faye Rogers, 753-7743.

eiv5enbau5

tenown Homemakers Club held
at Mayflower Restaurant, Holiday
Inn.
The devotion was given by
Lurene Cooper. Reports were
given by Kay Carlson, secretary,
and Mary Moore, treasurer.

Recreation

was dire‘Aed

Tuesday, June 8th
Hours
Tuesday thru Saturday
11 a.m. to 2 p.m.
-and-

5 to 8:30 p.m.
Each Day
June 8-15 Evening Meals Only

Also present were Lottie Hurt.
Bobbie Cook, Christine Collins,
Jo- Roberts, Lavine Carter and
Nancy Wright.
The club will meet Wednesday.
June 9.

The "Angel Alert- of the Family Resource Center at East Calloway
Elementary School has issued a criiical need for clothing and other baby
items for a.tiny baby girl who was released from the hospital Thursday. The
baby weigfis slightly more than three pounds so "premie" clothing is urgently
needed_ For more information call the Center at 753-3070.
a eld Social Security office will be in Murray
A representative fro
on Tuesday, June 8. This will be from 10:30 a.m. to 12:30 p.m. at Calloway
County Public Library. Anyone with a question or with a report to make prior
to the representative's visit to the library may telephone the Mayfield office
at 1-247-8095.

Family and school reunion planned
The Cook Family and Vinson School Reunion will be Saturday. June 26,
at the Hazel Community Center at Hazel. This is an all day get-to-gether for
sharing conversation, old pictures and scrapbooks any one wants to bring to
the event. A potluck lunch will be served about 1 p.m., but persons may
come early and stay late. A special welcome is extended to new families
and the Downs family members from between-the-rivers who will be attending that' have not previously been with the group

California Connection plans event
The-California Connection is planning a picnic to be held at Playhouse in
the Park platform in Murray-Calloway County Park on SatUi-clay afternoon,
June 19. The group was organized in 1990 and its members are composed
.of people who have at one time lived in California,- and who now reside in
Murray or Calloway County. Anyone who would like to loin the California
Connection can get more information by phoning 759-1337.

GOSPEL
MEETING K80
Union Grove
Church of Christ
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No Sitting Fee

Biggest Portrait Package Ever!
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June 6-10

Home Cooked Meals and
Fresh Baked Breads, Pies and Desserts

7:30 p.m. Each Evening

CALL IN ORDERS 753-2348

Speaker: Dean Crutchfield

Hwy. 121 North
(2102 Coldwater Rd.)
Murray

by

Anita Purvis.

Serving Cafeteria Style

Would Like To Announce
Their Opening

'Angel Alert' at Center needs items

Social Securjtij person here Tuesday

Pottertown Club meets
Wanda Dixon, president, presided at the May meeting of Pot-

THEOS, a support group for widowed men and women, will meet Tuesday. June 8. at 2 p.m. in the annex of Calloway County Public Library. Lillian
Steele will lead the program on "Climbing the Bumpy Path.- The THEOS
name, a registered trademark, stands for "They Help Each Other Spiritually." This is a mutual self-help group which has provided a supportive, educational and non-sectarian spiritual program for the widowed since 1962. For
information call Dr. David Roos, 753-3824. Lillian Steele, 753-2875, Opal
Howard. 753-1998, or Karen Isaacs, 753-2411.

Everyone Welcome

"
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30 Wallets

30 Keepsakes

Hurry! Don't Miss This EXTRA SPECIAL Offer!
OPEN 5 DAYS ONLY! WED., JUNE 9 - SUN., JUNE 13
Wed.-Sat. 10 a.m.-7 p.m. On Sunday from Store Opening Until
1 Hour before Closing.
N. 12TH STREET - MURRAY, KY
AO,**
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Agent Hicks gives lesson
at Harris Grove meeting

CALENDAR
Tuesday, June 8

Monday, June 7
Chapter M of P.E.O. Sisterhood/7:30
p m /wine of Mrs Jack Below_
Auditions for ".1 he Star-Spangled
Garr; 10 p m /Playhouse in the Park
lntor759 1752
Single ToorT pm /Louie's Steak House
Into V. [mon& 753-71445, or Cella.
3 607h

Christian Singles/7 p m /Glendale Road
choral .4 (lino hoof Icsaa. 759-1345 4.4
Richard. 759-994
First Baptist Church cscnts include
Little
VIC...411011 Bible School/9 a m
Moon Group ssith Roberta Ward and BetFarssood/7 pm.
ty Sledd Group ssith
Ito) Scout 1 roop 77 1- irst Christian
Chur,h 6 itt p m
‘1urrai Lodge So. 105 Free and
V.cpte-d Masons/7 3 p Iii !lodge hall
‘1urray
it
Coutilt
Camera
Chit,
p tit ;Calltmat, CoUtilty
Librars
Bingo Wiicr Valley Volunteer Fire
Deparinient,t% 40 p m ,AVACT Valle) Coulo—
unurilis Ccriter
L.% and til-Anon closed discussion
inccting:h p ni I Inn:roan Legion Build
s,,uth Sixth arid Maple Streets
Inf.,
tcl 16 or 415 4314
Puppets at \I:711101141 Baptist Church/8
pill
Registration

tor Red Cross Learn 10
Sxcini Prog rariu Lonliiities 31 0111‘C in
Ginter

Callow a

Tuesday, June 8
County Fiscal Courtll
Of Judge '1-st:twist: George

allooay County Public Library, Parents
and i
arid Stork !lour csill nO1 be held
this
Murray Star Chapter \o 4") Ordcr ot
the I...Astern Star/7 30 [I'm /Masonic
I crriri,
Ringo 7 p m Knights ot Columbus
boildr,g
Parents Anon) muns/6 p.m
00s2
‘lorray .11-01'S Club, Kentucky #34, First
Prc
,
byt:rian Church/6 p rn
adcshoro Homemakers Club/I I
in S1110111 Stockade
South ‘lurral lloriiernakers Club/11
Fir \Tirras Ca-llotaxt, ColirM, Park

Murray Lions Club/6:30 p.m./Murray
Woman's Club !louse
THEOS/2 p.m./Annex of Calloway County Public Library.
Prayer Coffee of Murray Christian
Women's Club/9:30 a.m.Aiome of Elsie
Billington.
Memorial Baptist Church events include
lisa Wall Mission Group/2 p.m./West
VICW„Nursuil,I Ionic. and Winsome Sun:
day School Class/5:40 p.m to go to
Cypress
Dexter Center/senior activities/9:30 am
Weaks Center/open 9 a m.-4 p.m./for
senior citizens' activities.
Hind Center/open 10 a m.-2 pm /tor
senior citizens' activities
Alcoholics Antony moos/open meeting/8
pm /American Legion Hall, South Sixth
and Maple Streets. Murray.
Alzheimer's Disease Information
Mei:ling/4:30 p.m./Murray-Calloway
County Hospital Info/762-1100 or
753-5561_
Cardiac Support Group/10
am /Murray-Calloway County Hospital
1n1o/762- 1170.
Westside Baptist Church events include
Baptist Women at home of Judy Smitherman with Wanda Walker as cohostess and
Hattie Lee Galloway at church/both al 7
pin
Cooperatise Vacation Bible School/9
am /St. Leo's Catholic Church.
Mason's Chapel United Methodist
Church Bible Schoo1/8:45 a.m.
Grace Baptist Church Vacation Bible
School/9 a.m
Scotts Grose Baptist Church Bible
School/7 p.m.
First Baptist Church events include
Bible School/9 a,m.; Sharon Wells Mission Group/12:3i) pm /Holiday Inn.
Auditions for "The Starr-Spangled
(lir177-10 p.m./Playhouse in the Park
bito/759-1752.
National Boy Scout Museum/open 9
a m.-4:30 pm.
1.and Between the I.akes events include
• Planetarium Show/II a.m. and 2
p.m /Visitor Culler, Iron Industry/10-30
dm and 110 p.m./lionieplace

SERVICE NEWS
NAVY AIRMAN PHILLIP_ County High School, he joined
E. !MERRELL, son of Phillip E. the Navy in July '1991.
Merrell of Rt. I, Hazel, was
NAVY AIRMAN RECRUIT
recently selected as Plane Captain
M. AUSTIN, son of
JOHN
of the Month with Fighter Squadron 74, Naval Air Station Ocea- Clegg F. and Faye B. Austin of
1227 Dogwood Dr., Murray,
na, Virginia Beach, Va..
recently reported for duty aboard
Merrell was chosen from
among all the sailors assigned to the aircraft carrier USS Abrahthe command and was cited for gam Lincoln, homcported in
outstanding performance of duty, Alameda, Calif.
A 1992 graduate of Murray
proficiency, leadership, initiative
High School. Austin joined the
and military bearing.
Navy in November 1992,
A 1991 graduate of Calloway

Christian Brock Simmons
born at Nashville hospital
Mr. and Mrs. Steve J. Simmons
of Rt. 2, Murray, are the parents
of a son, Christian Brock Simmons, horn on Wednesday, May
26, at 9:46 a.m. at Vanderbilt
Medical Center, Nashville, Tenn.
The baby weighed five pounds
131/2 ounces and measured 19
inches. The mother is the former
Vicki Lynn Edwards. A sister, is
Ashley, 9.
Grandparents arc Dan and
Sandra Edwards of Rt. 7, Murray,
and Gerald and Judy Hamilton of
Rt. 5, Mayfield. Greatgrandmothers -are. Mrs. Pearl

Edwards of Rt. 7, Murray, and
Mrs. Halite Williams, Rt. 2,
Murray.

Moffitt, Westphal graduate
MEMPHIS, Tenn. — Two students from Murray were among
-32j students awarded.. bachelor's
degrees in ceremonies at Rhodes
College.
_They include the following:
Gregory Allen Moffitt, son of
Dr. and Mrs. Allen H. Moffitt,'2105 Edinborough Dr., Murray,
who received his Bachelor of Science in Biology. He is a graduate
of Murray High School.

Karen Hicks, Calloway county
Extension Agent. talked about
"Government- Required Labeling
of Foods- at the May meeting tit
Harris Grove Homemakers Club
-held at Ellis Cr.
!,have
She sairl=14
until Ma?!
Ettitiff:—this
labeling will help coMurners
choost.• more healthlul diets and
otter an incentive to fax, companies to improve the quality ot
a their products. The other economic impact will be that the new
food label will cost FDA regulated tood processors
between SI and
billion o\ er
the nest 20 years I his cost ssill

James Beecher Westphal, son
of Mr. and Mrs. Ronald M.
Westphal, 1614 Loch Lomond,
Murray, who received his bachelor of Science in Chemistry. He
is a graduate of Murray High
School.

Melissa Cue Smith and
Ricky Dale Garland to marry

Smith-Garlaild wedding
vows will be said July 10
Mr. and Mrs. Bobby Joe Smith oi Ilaiel annhunce the engagement
and approaching marriage an their daughter. Melissa Gae Smith, to
Ricky Dale Garland, son to NIL and Mrs. Dale Garland 01 Murray.
Miss Smith is the gratithlati011et tit Mr. and Mrs. Well Lairlh anti
01 Mrs. FrOCIe Miller 01 Nitirray and Ihe late Awn, •51iner.
Mr. Garland is the grandson ol Flovd (iatImid of Muria and the
late Lavada Garland and the late Frank Colson of \luriav.
The bride-elect is a 1991 graduate of Murray Iligh Sl 11001. She also
attended Murray State Lim:I- Nov_ She is pursuing her deegree in nursing. She is employed at West View Nuisitn: Horne. Murray.
The grotmn-elect is a 1 1489 graduate ot Murray Iln7h .S...hool. He is
currently employed at Miller 1-uneral Home. 511)11ay.
The wedding vows will he c‘ihan!!c,1 on Saturday. tidy to. a
p.m. at University Church ot Christ, Muff:1%.
A reception will lollow the it:rennin\
Only out-ot-tow n invitation. \s ill hi sent 511 [slaty..., and Ii crisis
are invited to aRend the widdliii! .011.1reception.

Burnette is selected to attend
secondary program at Harvard
Courtney Burnette of Sherman,
Texas, has been selected to attend
the Secondary School Program at
Harvard University, Cambridge,
Mass. June 21 through Aug. 20.
Burnette is the daughter of Ron
and Shcrie Burnette of Sherman,
and the granddaughter of Jim and
Agnes Payne of Murray.
She was selected on the basis
of her .academic achievement at
Greenhill School in Dallas.
The program enables a select
number of students completing
their junior high school year to
attend regular Harvard classes for
eight hours of college credit.
Burnette, 16, is on the varsity
tennis team at Greenhill, is active

could visit any foreign countr.
which would it he'." Two .young
visitors were LindscPy McDougal
and Jennifer Canter.
Clovis Brown gave the dc\0tion on "Mothers and Mothers
Day."
The newsletter, "Fashions and
Fabric Showcase- was read by
Donna Jackson.
Games were led by Imogene
Paschall.
Refreshments were served b\
Mrs. Coleman and 'Clarke Butterworth, hostesses.
The club will meet Wednesday.
May 9, at 1:30 pan. at Pagliai's
Restaurant.

r

The ceremony took place outdoors in the Hubert F. Fisher
Memorial Gardens on Rhodes
campus.

P''''" on to On: k)lisi1111.1,
ho are buy me the 1.111,1,.1
I oods.Gene W rattle'
Jason, looti 111.111111,111

s.11,1

club wtnild be iii ll.L
desserts at :the
(in May :11t.
(lbena Halt bron:ht 111,11.t.: •
and inspiration in hei i.:Inatk,
-Nlottier's 1)ay
V+, al
amid MJillid

'I he ,bib will 111,-,1 ‘1,•,1(1,
lune 9. al I() ;() a in al
Shopping Cents'i h. tra\ ,•11,•
1 anding Slat: Palk tor
li..•on 'Heeling

.

Patrick Walsh Orr receives
degree at Franklin College

•

South Pleasant Grove Homemakers
Club holds meeting at Coleman home
"Home Accessories" was the
topic of the lesson presented by
Linda Workman at the May meeting of South Pleasant Grove
Homemakers Club held at the
home of Twilla Coleman.
Thirteen members answered
the roll call by answering "If you
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Jeanne' Carroll is granted
law degree at Carbondale
CARBONDALE, Ill.
Jeanne' Carroll, 23, daughter ot
Franklin Carroll and Mrs. Sharon
Pierecall, both of Murray.
receR IA her degree ot JUOS DOC for at the University of Southern
Illinois School of Law.
Ceremonies were held May 15
at Shryrock Auditorium, Carbon-dale. The commencement address
was by Chief Justice Benjamini
Miller of Illinois Supreme Court.
Carroll, a graduate of Calloway
County High School, receiled her
Bachelor of Science degree in
political science . in .1990 from
Murray Sate,.1..tniversity.' She
received • go:** y Lee Water-

Fred t arroll arid ot \li,
Noisn.orthy ort and iln"uns'. orth% all ol Muria\

field. Scholarship o; ,,5)1,0(X) for
19k7-kk school year- and. the
James M. Lassiter Scholarship of
SI.000 in 1989-90 school year.
She is the granddaughter of
Mrs. Modena Carroll and the late

Courtney Burnette
in Mortarboard. serves on the
earbotak staff and is a member
ii the French National Minor
•
Society.
Her hobbies include collecting
vintage clothing and she has participated in many vintage fashion
shows in the Sherman area.

50th Anniversary
Production
Roger's & Hammerstein

"Oklahoma"
June 11 & 12, 18 & 1`J
and 25 & 26

off Arcadia Drive
City-County Park
For Reservations
Call:

at 8 p.m.
June 13, 20 and 27

at 2 p.m.

759-1752

TREASURE HOUSE
- 9F GIFTS
Southside

Jeanne' Carroll

111

THE

Shopping Center • 733-6798

Mimi MEM

in= sm

and a member oh the .1 an K.3;•;
Patrick
FRANKLIN, Ind.
Fpsdon fraternity_ 10,1hal1
Walsh Orr, son of John and Lou
and iravk tea iii.
Orr of 110 Oxford Place, Frank( ,cryed as an 111•:!1at \t ii
tort, Ky., lormerly ol Murray, is
['a Stmt.' I Ili\ er‘it‘ .oL
one of 147 students granted dip:ler Chicago Food
lomas during commencement
lie has perform,. I !II :)),),Fk
ceremonies on May 22 at Goodell
Field. Franklin College.
Orr majored in journalism and
Graduating ilf:i
recei\ ed ihe\N \ rue•„‘
minored in history. He Was a
ial Award and th I IL,„1,, ui
dean's list student and the recipient of a President's ° Nina Pulliam Na:tonal N,
ship. lie rCier..'it h.:
Scholarship.
Congress Senior •.\\.od and
He was a member of Gold
so1,di
(r
"I;L:
Quilt. Theta Alpha Phi and Phi
Alpha Theta honoraries. He Was
Calloway. County
president of Student Congress

DAILY SHIPPING
U.P.S. & U.S. POSTAL
SERVICE
MS 9:00-5:00

mill NI. 01111a iiimm NM NM MB Min Milli MIN IBM NMI NEN mom um

1111Mi MIL

FREE

$30

Get Your
FULL SPINAL

VALUE

EXAMINATION

NO OBLIGATION • NOTHING TO PAY

You may have one of these 16
DANGER SIGNALS OF PINCHED NERVES:

Have you seen
our new look?

1.
2.
3.
4.

Come to our

Remodeling
First one regular price, second one
$1.00 (Selected Dresses)

9. Numb Hands
10. Bursitis
11 Pain Down Legs
12. Muscle Spasms

13.
14.
15.
1.5.

Numb Fingers
Hip Pain
Tight Muscles
Aching Feet
Dr. Dennis L. Kooken, D.C.
Thus -entire examination is FREE
If you want more care and treatment
we do all the paperwork

FREE.

We have reloaded our Boys' & Girls'
1/2 Price Racks
and our
1/2 Price Table
of Pants and Jeans

7

Dizziness
Sore Elbows
Neck Pain
Indigestion

and pains.
This examination normally costs $30.00 or more. It will include a chiropractic orthopedic test, a
chiropractic neurological test, a blood pressure test, a spinal alignment check,an examination
for restricted or excess motion in the spine, a test for muscle strength and a private
consultation with the doctor to discuss the results.

—DRESSES—

SouthsIds Shopping Center

5.
6
7.
8

FIND OUT NOW whether careful, professional chiropractic care can relieve your aches

SALE

LAD & LASSIE

Low Back Pain
Headaches
Shoulder Pain
Arthritis

PAYMENT OR BE
Dr9CLAIMER OUR Of F CE POLICY PROTECTS YOU -THE PATIENT MO ANY OTHER PERSON RESPONSIBLE FOR PAYMENT HAS A MONT TO REFUSE TO PAY.CANCEL
THE
REIMBURSED FOR PAYMENT FOR ANY OTHER SERVICES, E'At/NATION OR TREATMENT WeriCH IS PERFORMED AS A RESULT OF AND WITHIN 72 Nouns or aEsirorioimo To
ADVERTISEMENT FOR THE FREE SERVICE EXAMINATION OR TREATMENT

.08

I

HESKETT CHIROPRACTIC CENTER

$30

3456
IN am iso

301 N. 12th Street
CALL NOW
(at University Square)
BRING THIS COUPON
Murray, Ky. 42071
WITH YOU
um ma
amm
me mai ma NM ids tom am ens Mum alai MEI alla um um me
im

759-11i.

VALUE
IBM

a
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•
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NBA Finals matches game's MVPs
Jordan. Barkley rely on supporting casts

inas-wrong
in taking Jordan
'problem' public

*

By MEL RE1SNER
AP

Sports Writer

PHOENIX — The featured
1,1ayers made sure the Match
Nt.ide in Network Heaven, otherwise known as the NBA Finals
between the Chicago Jordans and
the Phoenix Barkleys, became
reality.
- NBC executives, stuck with the
loss of the biggest and most glamorous Western market after the
I irst-round elimination of- both
Los Angeles teams, had been
itching for a Bulls-Suns finale so
they could sell Charles Barkley
vs. Michael Jordan.
It came about Saturday when
Barkley scored 44 points and
took down 24 rebounds in a
123-110 Phoenix victory over
Seattle in the seventh game of the
Western Conference finals.
The day before. Jordan and the

Michael Jordan
'Looking for No. 3'

Public
Rehab

199.3 N1VP award, scares the
Bulls concluded the Eastern Conference finals in six gams, beat- scales oil God/illa.
his pertormance in the windup
ing New York 96-88.
The best-of-7 final series start. against the Somcs just might
Wednesday night in Phoenix. The ha v e.
Bulls are seeking a third straight
Coach Paul Westphal of the •
championship, while Phoenix is Suns called it "a monster game"
in the Finals for only the second and ''superhuman.— George Karl,
time and the first since 1976.
who got Seattle within one game
The collision of Olympic team- of the Finals in his first full year
mates, who won't actually draw a at the helm, has loads of respect
one-on-one assignment because for Barkley., hut was still
they play on different parts ot the surprised.
court, almost needs no hype.
"I got a little more than 1
Jordan, a three-time MVP, expected,•' Karl said. "1 think if
including two straight in 1991 se were going to give him 44
and 1992, leads playoff scoring and 24. this is where we'd be.
with 32.3 points a game, includ- lie's a persistent, strong, commiting54 in one game against the ted player. and when he has the
Knicks. His fame is so ubiquitous iiiindsel to run and go and work
that a generation 01 youngsters every possession like he did
belives he can sink 3-pointers today_ he wears people out.''
The Suns got ahead early but
from atop the Sears Tower.
The same TV-influenced group
belteses Barkley, who got the • TURN TO PAGE 9

Charles Barkley
'Looking for No 1

This was a better 1.korld
when people did their rehabilitating in priv.ite. A much better world. in taet..
H s tor Ica I ly . speaking.
everyone has their share of
trouble. Adam and I've
couldn't resist temptation. and
it's been a struggle tor es cis one else
What's d 1.1er,.•iit
today is
1
that some of the most troubled
among us are also peddling
books. So it was List week
with Richard Esquinas'
published, sell-Ilagellating
little tonic: "Michael & Me:
Our -Gambling Addiction
My Cry for lie

Cup quest strains LA King family's intensity
By KEN RAPPOPORT
AP Sports Writer

INGLEWOOD, Calif. — The
Los Angeles Kings know all
about cOming from behind in
the Stanley Cup playoffs this
year.
And unless they find what
they had in the Toronto Series,
Los. Angeles coach Barry Melrose believes his Kings will be
lett behind Montreal in the

•'We'd like to recapture the
intensity we had against Toronto," Melrose said as the Kings
prepared for tonight's Game 4
of the finals. "Our intensity in
(the finals) has been nothing
like that series."
The Kings beat the Maple
Leafs in a gritty seven-game
series the hard way. One game
away from elimination, they
won the last two, including
Game 7 in Toronto.
While. Melrose felt the Kings

have played well dCspite losing
two of the first three games to
the Canadiens, he thinks they
can play much better.
"We haven't played 60
minutes yet." he said.
The Kings find themselves in
the situation of having to win
tonight or go back to Montreal
trailing 3-1 in the best-of-7
series.
."We have to he ready to
go,'' said Melrose., who was
admittedly puzzled over his

team's lack of intensity so far
in the finals.
Case in point: Saturday night,
despite playing before their
hometown fans- for the first time
in the series; the Kings came
out flat and quicEly fell behind
the Canadiens 3-0.
It was typical of the inconsistent way the Kings have played
so far in the playoffs. They lost
two of the first three games
against Calgary before coming
back to win in six.

To relax his team, Melrose
had a "Family Day" Sunday at
the Los Angeles Forum. Many
of the players brought their
children to skate..
"I just thought we needed
that," Melrose said. "We've
been. very iittense and it has
been a really wild time for us
over the last 45 days. We
haven't seen our kids or our
families for a long time, we
travel too much, and it just
gives us a chance to relax."

Clay artist Bruguera
claims French Open

JUST GETTING BY

PARIS (AP) — Two years ago,
Sergi Bruguera dropped out of
the French Open with back problems. This time, Bruguera was on
his back — in celebration.
He had just became the French
Open champion, beating two-time
v.inner Jim Courier 6-4, 2-6, 6-2,
3-6, 6-3 in a see-saw match that
lasted just short of four hours.
This time he was sore. But
happy.
"I was tired. I had a sore head,
a headache;" Bruguera said Sunday. "I think it was emotion, and
also because I was tired."
In 1991, Bruguera was rated
one of the favorites heading into
the French Open after viCtories in

two clay court tournaments. He
had risen to No. 5 in the world
after beating Boris Becker in a
rain-delayed final at Monte
Carlo.
But he was worn out. He had a
10-match clay court winning
streak in the early season, but
lost in final in Barcelona, Spain.
He entered the French Open
that year and was out in the second round, defaulting his match
against Omar Camporese of Italy
after taking the first two sets 6-1,
6-2.
In 1992, Bruguera was back in
winning form, capturing three
more clay court titles.

Magrane stymies Reds
By JOE KAY
AP Sports Writer

tor*
STEVE PARKER/Ledger & T Pes photo

Rohit Tandon, left, slides the ball past the Bowling Green goalkeeper to give the Murray Sting
an early 1-0 lead in Saturday's U-12 Fourth Disctrict Tournament championship game, which
.
Bowling Green eventually won 3-2.

CINCINNATI — Manager Joc
Torre arrived in Cincinnati with a
good feeling and left it feeling
e‘en better.
The St. Louis Cardinals took
two of three front the struggling
Reds with good pitching and solid play. Their 5-1 viettfey Sunday
behind a resurgent Joe Magranc
gas.- Torre reason to think the
weekend might have been a turning point.
"The basis for our success has
got to be pitching," Torre said.

"If we can get that on a regular
basis, I'll feel comfortable.
"I was comfortable after the
first game of the series. Even
though we lost the second game,
we played well. It looked like our
club was playing like it did earlier this year."
They're playing exactly like
they did a year ago — an identical 28-26 record. The big difference is it's only good for third
place in the NL East, 10 games
behind Philadelphia. Last year,
28-26 was good enough for secMI TURN TO PAGE 9
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Incaviglia, Eisenreich propel Phils
;IT4
Ci
)
Ci)
immo

n

M GUTTERS
Quality Work at a fair price.

KY
FARM
BUREAU

—Continuous
Aluminum Gutters
Commercial & Residential)

Pete Incaviglia and Jim Eisenrcich didn't figure to be kcy. figures for the Philadelphia Philtres
this year.
Lately, however, they have
played major roles_as the Phillies
have maintained a large lead in

the NL East.
lncaviglia hit a homer and
Eisenreich drove in three runs '
Sunday as the Phillies beat the
Colorado Rockies 11-7 before a
v-rowd of 55,714 at Veterans
Stadium.
. In his last 1.5 games, Incaviglia
is batting .375 with .six homers

—Vinyl Siding

‘k4 Al tperi„r
01 1-4

—Replacement Windows

TO 753,4703

,

Cornelison

By The Associated Press

*Lifetime Guarantees
FREE ESTIMATES

CALL
753-7020

D & W Auto Glass Sho
"Check with Bob for the
lowest competitive price"

Call 753-4563
For Installation and Service
512 South 12th St., Murray

and 22 RBIs. For the season, he
has 36 RBIs in 37 games.
Curt Schilling (7-1) was the
winner despite allowing five runs
and eight hits in five innings.
Eisenreich, meanwhile, went
3-for-4 and scored two runs. He's
batting .361 in .a reserve outfield
role and as a pinch-hitter.

JIM LITKE
AP
Spats Caumnst
Esquinas did so
iiik.tand took ,10L Ii beatin.e
in such a short tine Thursdas
that . 11 -seemed like he ssas
using a stunt douhle. But. T14)_:,
RicaItt Oadl liner\ li‘k,
guirckl but still-standing \lr.
Es.pinia, had his ,tois and 11:scas sticking to it. Ile wrot,
the book, he insrsted, to takethe final step in his tisk n recos
cry and to prod Michael Jor
dan into taking the first olie
And he released it on the es...
of the biggest gam: of Ilk
NBA playoffs. hi, said, to put
the record straight before sALir
hoL
ling rumors douttc,t Ill0.
matter.
Sounds riasonahl:. ()I
course, Esti-Ulnas probablv
could have jcliies ed the
desired ettects 50 1111 :1
Jordan, or b's NLibtilitt gig an
article with the names deleted
and w ithout all the celeb
photos to sonic obscuri.• psy chiatrie newsletter. But then.
how many of us ._5001114.1 have
shared his inspirme stop.
The reallv scary thing is that
Esquinas might realize he's
onto something and 11 so. that
his publishing career might he
beginning instead ot ending.. II
this first book sells, he presumably could acquire other s
es, buddy up to other sundarls
fixated pro athletes and base a
shelf of sports titles m the
bookstore: by, Christmas_
For baseball, "Jose & Me:
Our Need for Speed ... Ms
Squeal for Brakes!-- I-or loothall. "Jimmy (Johnson & Me.
Our Flair ('are Problem ... Nis
Cry tor a Mousse "Fhat Doesn't
Flake!'' For hoikes. ''Dale
(Huntcrt & Mc: Our ('rasing
for Late Hits ... Ms Ilea for
Sonic Tinic in the Pena l's
vievks

We alreads kiloso too iii iii.
about our superstars. and
nits
things get dices so hen
take that lor knossing them
It's the distinetiou
Barkley tries to make in hi,
latest Nike commer,ial
refusing to he held up as a rol
mtidel because he can dribbl
and dunk a basketball. L. nlof
tunately, the message is
diluted by the medium. telex
sion, and by the tact that Charles
. is recersing a big bag 01
mones tor sasing as intkh
In that respect. the wa:,
4.1an responded IA) this SI141.1111111
InSinl•il‘CIt

50,15

•TURN TO PAGE 9

•

LOCAL BASEBALL
-cc

PONY LEAGUE
In -Friday's Pony League action. Allegro Foods defeated Benton (3)
4-2. Brent Underhill was the winning pitcher with eight strikeouts. Mitch
Ryan went 3-for-3 with a double and two singles and Billy Smith, Richie
Edwards and Underhill all had two hits.
• Also on Friday, Thornton Heating & Air coasted to a 13-4 win over
Benton (4). Ray Stone picked up the win on the mound and also had a
double and a single. Josh McKeel went 3-for-3 with a home run and single
and Brian Duvall had two singles.

LITTLE LEAGUE
•
Rotary beat MicroAge 8-6 in Friday's action. O'Shea Hudspeth was the
winning pitcher and also added a triple. Shane Andrus had two singles
and a -triple for Rotary and Matt Clemson and Larry Stubblefield each had
two singles. Jeremy Smith doubled for MicroAge.
• In the second game, Peoples Bank beat United Commonwealth 4-2.
Andrew Griffin doubled at the plate and was also the winning pitcher for
Peoples. Micah Cathey, Fulton Hart and Warren Thomas all had hits.
Chris Jones got the lone hit for United

LOCAL SOFTBALL
MIDDLE DIVISION SOFTBALL
In Friday night's Middle Division Softball. The Dugout beat Peoples
Bank 15-1 in the first game. For The Dugout, Robyn Myhill and Stephanie
Kurz each had two homers and Emily Vance tripled. For Peoples Bank.
Jenifer Delancey and Ashlea Adams each had two hits.
• In the second game. Futrell Tile knocked off KTI-Mr. Postman 12-4.
For Futrell, Monica Lay had a grand slam and Lacey Pittman and Megan
Elwell each had two hits. For KTI-Mr. Postman. Andrea Stalls had a triple
and three RBIs and Heather Schroader and Emily Robertson each had
hits

•NBA gets top stars...
FROM PAGE 8

128-111 in the America West
Arena on Nov.• 22, but the Suns
allowed the Sonic% to come back
got revenge in March in Chicago
and take a 37-33 lead in the secStadium, winning 113-109.
ond quarter.
Jordan had 44 points, but
-That's when Barkley. deoded
Ceballos held Scotty Pippen to
to take OVer.
19.
"I fell like it 1A a• Dine lOr Inc
to turn it on." said Barkley, who
Jordan scored 40 points in the
helped Phoenix to a 57-51 halflirst.game, while Barkley scored
time lead. scored 13 points in the
22 and Majerle had 20. When
third quarter, and had 15 points
they met again, Phoenix got 27
and 12 rebounds in the final
points from Cedric Ceballos, now
period.
out with a broken left foot. BarkThe totality. ol the ‘41.A.01., ley had 26 points and 10
Inch Mt:hided a regulation-time
rebounds, and Kevin Johnson had
playott record of 57 free throws 23 points.
made by the Suns. convinced
Pippen may shadow Barkley
Karl that Phoenix ;•ould take the
outside, giving the seven-time
!lulls, His Airness and -al/.
All-Star the double team he
Phoenix Shooting guard Dan
wears like an old coat.
Majerle will tr to limit Jordan,
Barkley said that, despite the
"since no one shuts lown the best attention being. paid to him and
player on the planet. Maierle, the. Jordan, the best supporting cast
Suns'., top delender, tailed twice would prevail.
this season when Jordan aseraged
"This ain't about two guys and
.42 points in the two-game, The Little Sisters of the Crippled;
regular-season series.
this is about the NBA Finals,"
The Bulls trounced Phoenix
Sir Charles said.

•Public Rehab...
FROM PAGE 8
of him that may, not he suitable for sharing. hut it-found
its way into the mix and not
because his army of sponsors
wanted it out there.
It also came on the heels °la story. about a gambling junket to Atlantic City the night
before a playoff game in New
York that had prompted
Michael to stop talking lOr
public consumption. But
Esquinas' tortured tale apparently so moved Jordan that he
was forced to respond.
Jordan almost certainly had
help drafting the statement he
released just before Game 6,
and top drawer p.r. help does
not come cheap. It was articulate, but uncharacteristically
formal, and you had to find
Jordan's writing between the
lines: polite at one turn, contrary at another and scornful of
the competition at a third turn.
"It is extremely disappointing to me that an individual
whom I caused no harm and
who held himself out as my
friend would shamelessly
exploit my name for selfish
gain," Jordan said. "It is

equally disappointing that my
the-court activities are
of
receiving more attention ...
than my on-court activities."
That was not entirely true.
Nearly from the moment he
decided to hold his tongue.
Jordan returned to his 94-foot
sanctuary and played even
more compellingly than ever.
The fact that he came back
down to earth in the game
played after release of
"Michael it. Mc:" simply
proved that one of the people
mentioned in the title was capable of feeling siimc7shame. It
also made you wish, for the
moment anyway, that Jordan
was talking.
There will be no shortage of
that, fortunately, when the
finals commence Wednesday.
Barkley will see to it. Already
he has started dogging Jordan,
talking about how the two of
them will play a little basketball and a little golf and how
he expects to win at both.
He will certainly hear from
Michael about_ that, sooner
rather than later. The rest of
us, we hope, won't, have to
wait for the book.

Krone rides to Belmont win;
Prairie Bayou runs last race
By JOHN NELSON
AP Sports Writer

NEW YORK - Julie Krone
kept waking up in the middle of
the night to smell the carnations
by her bedside, reminding her
that she had won the Belmont
Stakes..
TomBohannan's sleep must
have been equally troubled, but
he neither needed nor wanted
reminders of what had happened
the day before.
Those were the two faces of
horse racing Sunday at Belmont
Park one day after a chill rain
and a horse named Colonial
Affair swept Krone into thoroughbred legcnd and a cruel misstep caused Preakness winner
Prairie Bayou to be put down.
"I haven't really sorted that
out in my mind yet, so I don't
know how to put it into words,"
Krone said. "It's like losing a
part of your family. I'm sad for
the people who loved the horse."
Krone became the first woman
jockey to win a Triple Crown
race Saturday at Belmont, where

Edgar appoints
ex-Racer Sivills
to coaching staff

SCOREBOARD

Prairie Bayou paid the highest
price that racing can extract.
Favored at 5-2, Prairie Bayou
was galloping easily on the
backstretch when his left front
leg shattered. A half hour later,
he had to be humanely destroyed.
"I don't know what I could
add," Bohannan said Sunday
morning. "This was a very sound
horse."
Then, he quietly went about his
business of training horses for
John Ed Anthony's Lobloll
, Stable, staying out of the way in
the sanctity of his stable office
when he could. •
"Prairie Bayou took a had
step. Anybody could do it," said
Hall of Fame trainer Mack Miller, who saddled Kentucky Derby
winner Sea Hero in the Belmont.
"The sad thing about this is that
we've lost two major horses
now."
And, said another Hall of Fame
trainer, Ron McAnally, "It's one
more had thing that's knocking
our game down. Things like this
snowball on national TV. It's not
the hest thing that could happen
to racing."

Murray Lodger 8 Timm

Murray State head basketball coach Scott Edgar
announced that Scott Sivills
will serve as student assistant
coach during the 1993-94
season.
Sivills, a native of Cadiz
and four-year letterman for the
Racers, was a two-year starter
at power forward and was part
of three Ohio Valley Conference championship teams.
"We're happy to have Scott
stay with our program," Edgar
said."He was a hard worker as
a player, and 1 have no doubt
that he'll be the same kind of
assistant. We're glad to have
him help us next year."
Sivills played in 109 games
durin& his four years with the
Racers, scoring '257 points and
grabbing 240 rebounds. His
best season was in 1991-92,
when he averaged 4.2 points
and 3.7 rebounds while starting 22 of 30 games as the Racers won their fifth consecutive
OVC regular-season title.
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"Your only source for complete home entertainment from
outdoor speakers to a full digital home theater."
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Instead, the !ell- Ii ander 14.,I•
concentrating on the numerous

,
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753-8355

during a loss Saturday mght. hut
Magrane finally emerged from a
one-month skid Sunday to keep
Torre feeling good.
Magrane t3-6) hadn't won a
game siucC May
I. Ile halln.t
even gone seven innings •Ilk e
then. It was • so bad that Torre
considered dropping him from
the rotation if he floundered
again Surulay.

Ten of the most popular

And

"Your more than one company agency."

straightened out. Bob Tewksbur%

First Stop Pkg.

INTRODUCING
David L. Hudspeth

BUSINESS • HOME • CAR I HEALTH • LIFE

FROM PAGE 8

Have you ever seen satellite TV? If not, you
don't know what you're missing! Because satellite
TV offers you the ultimate home entertainment feast;
excellent audio reception...exceptional video reception...and superior programming choice. Interested?
Getting started is now easier than ever.
Now until June 20, 1993, we're offering two
premium channels for the low price of $90. To take
advantage of this great offer,subscribe to one of our
exciting annual packages.

$209.40/yr.

The Insurance Center
of Murray
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Searching for answers to all
those who what where questions
about your new crty,
As WELCOME WAGON
Representative its my job to help
y Ou yet over the hurdles of being
a newcomer
By bringing you some useful
gifts Community info Advice on
reliable business in your new
neighborhood And more Call

Is A

Mrs. Bernon Virginia Parker

Ale-k-omeyyatfok
Town
Hostess Kathryn Outland 1533079
Hostess Ingenorg King 492-8348
PUBLIC NOTICE

SerViCeMASTER
Carpet, Furniture
and Drapery Specialists
A>
100,3

COMMERICAL/RESIDENTIAL
ServieeMASTER of the Lakes
759-1707

stlAmommmir/AUDITIONS
Emir
um
'The Star Spangled Girl"

NI

by Neil Simon
June 7 & 8 from 7-10 p.m.
at the Playhouse In The Park
Off Arcadia Drive
(Parts for (2) men and
City-County Park
18-35)
age
woman
(I)

Lexington Bound?
For

Obituaries

MURRAY

Hello Stranger!

4•

MONDAY, JUNE 7, 1993

Personal and Professional Attention
From Your Hometown

Glenda Culver Mazurka (Smith)
Broker, GRI, Certified Residential Specialist
s years in Murray and 8 years in Lexington.
Specializing in Representing the Buyer

Glenda Mazurka Realty
606-277-8099
AUTOMOTIVE

Air Conditioning Specialist
Wholesale — Retail
753-3282
In Ky. 1-800-221-3610

B&L Automotive Dist.
810 Coldwater Rd. • Murray
mis
Anc.imanimim
Beae
I
nbg4a
rmert mismiimi
of PolioCunn
a
llismem
ham A:Jio.

208 E. Main
SUPPLY COMPANY 753-3361
Inc.

May 31-June 14
Whole House
Water Filter
Removes
'Sediment
'Rust Particles $2995
'Sand
'Other Particulate
Matter

a

'There's a new idea in funeral planning
I thought you'd like to know about."

Hopkinsville. Her husband, Rudie
Funeral rites for Mrs. Bernon
Virginia Parker were Sunday at 3 G. Parker, died Aug. 30, 1971.
Survivors include five sisters,
p.m. in the chapel of J.H. Churchill Funeral Home. The Rev. Mrs. Shirley Long, Mrs. LaVerne
Felting and Mrs. Norma White,
Heyward Roberts officiated.
Burial was in Elm Grove all of Hopkinsville, Mrs. Edith
Mabry of Rockford, 111., and Mrs.
Cemetery.
Estelle Kowosky of Oklahoma
Mrs. Parker, 81, of Rivcrbend
-ROI& Okihsvill formeilSe or —C-ity;-01cla.; one -brother;Kenneth
Murray, died Friday at 11:47 a.m. Cunningham of Hopkinsville:
at Jennie Stuart Medical Center, several nieces and nephews.

John Trevor Knight
John Trevor Knight, 22, of
1107 Vine St., Murray, died Sunday at 2:53 a.m. in the Emergency Room of Western Baptist Hos.
pital, Paducah. (See accident
story report on page 2 today).
Born April 25, 1971, in Calloway County, he was the son of
John Lee Knight and Patricia
Cole Knight.
He was employed at Briggs &
Stratton, Murray.
Survivors include his wife.

Mrs. Latrica Adams Knight, one
daughter, Laken Knight ; his
parents, John Lee Knight and Patricia Cole Knight; one brother,
Kevin Knight, all of Murray; his
grandparents, Barkley and Marie
Cole, Murray, and Irene Knight
of Alum and the late Cecil
Knight.
Miller Funeral Home of Murray will he in charge .of funeral
and burial arrangements.

Amos M. McCarty Sr.
and wife, Judy, and J.W. McCarAmos NI. McCarty Sr., 86, ol
ty. Murray, and Larry McCarty
Doran Road, Murray, died Sunand wile, Donna, Rt. 5, Murray; a
day at 11:35 p.m. at Murraydaughter-in-law, Mrs. Shirley
Calloway County Hospital.
McCarty, Savannah. Tenn.; one
He *was retired from the Mursister, Mrs. Sally Martin, Dover,
ray Division of Tappan Company
Tenn.; eight grandchildren, Kelly
and a member of First Baptist
Austin and husband, Paul, TamChurch, Murray.
pa, Fla., Lesa McCarty, SavanBorn Sept. 21, 1906, in Stewart
nah, Tenn., and Mandee McCarCounty, Tenn., he was the son of
ty, Robyn McCarty, Amy McCarthe late John Wesley McCarty
ty, Eric McCarty, Julie McCarty
and Sally McCarty. One son, Jer.and
in
Cory McCarty, all of Murray.
him
preceded
McCarty,
Ted
ry
death.
.1.11. Churchill Funeral Home
Survivors include his wife,
Mrs. Eulab Lassiter McCarty: will be in charge of funeral and
burial arrangements.
thrccsons:— Amos McCarty Jr.

Robert B. Walker
Robert B. Walker, 86, Rt. 3,
Murray, died today at 7:02 a.m.
at West View Nursing Home,
Murray.
A retired farmer, he was married March 23, 1-927 to Mrs.
Pocahontas Walker, who died
May 15, 1986. Two sons also
preceded him in death.

Born Dec. 3, 1906, in Calloway County. he was the son of
the late William Vince Walker
and Ina Gertrude Blalock Walker.
Survivors include several
nieces, nephews and cousins.
Blalock-Coleman Funeral
Home will be in charge of funeral
and burial arrangements.

Many were not surprised
teen involved in brutal
deaths of8-year-old boys
WEST MEMPHIS, Ark. tr-11);
Michael Wayne Echols carried
a cat's skull, wrote satanic poems
and called himself "Damien,—
acquaintances said, and he once .
told a minister he worshiped the
Man) who know Echols said
they weren't surprised when the
18-year-old high school dropout
was arrested with two buddies
and charged with capital murder
in the deaths of three 8-year-old
boys.
Echols, Jessie Lloyd - Misskelley Jr.. 17, and Charles Jason
Baldwin, 16, were held without
bond in undisclosed locations this
weekend alter separate appearances in -municipal court Frida.
Thcy. will he tried as adults in
the May 5 bludgeoning deaths ot
second-graders Steve Branch,
Chris Byers and Michael Moore.
As word of the arrests Thursday spread through this bluecollar community of 28.000.
acquaintances of the accused trio
said they were shocked by the
possible involvement of Baldwin

and Misskelle).
Both were described as basicall) good kids. But schoolmates
and wighbors said EchoIs had a
dark side that peple feared_
"Ile just scares me talking
about
said 16-)ear-old
Roni Hendrix. who described
Fa.-hols as a serious youth who
seemed obsessed.
Roxanne Harrison, the mother
°I one ol Echols' former friends.
said Echols also frightened her.
She said he once told her that lie
was a devil worshiper. and display Cd SO1 eral satanic poems he
had written. She said she forbid
her 13.-year-old daughter, Jenniter. trom having contact with
Echols last year.
Police have rd used to .:ornmcnt on any links between the
murders and the occult.
Keith Cfiism, a 16-year-old
Marion High School junior. said
Echols Often brought a cat skull
to school and sal sullenly in classes. CillS111' said Echols once
flunked out of a business course
the two students took together.

e

Ralton Wayne Spradling
Spradling and wife, Tammy,
Murray; one sister, Mrs. Yuvonc
Harmon, Zion, 111.; one brother,
Elmer Spradling and wife, Willadean, Hamilton, Ala.; three
grandchildren, James Luke
Davenport, Houston, and Larkin
Wayne and Jessica Lee Spradling; Murray.

Ralton Wayne (Flunky) Spradling, 62, Murray, died Sunday at
12:05 p.m. at Murray-Calloway
County Hospital.
An Army veteran, he was a
retired truck driver and of Baptist
faith.
Born June 5, 1931: in Bear
was-the.sost,of-theC-reek-,late Larkin Ernest Spradling and
Mattie Ballenger Spradling.
Survivors include his wife,
Mrs. Kathy Boyle Spradling, to
whom he was married on Nov.
20, 1958; two daughters, Mrs.
Joan Davenport and husband,
Jodie, Houston, Texas, and Mrs.
Julie Stout and husband, James,
Dover. Tenn.; one son, James

The funeral will be Tuesday at
11 a.m. in the chapel of BlalockColeman Funeral Home. The
Rev. Tim Sizemore will officiate.
Burial will follow in Murray City
Cemetery.
Friends may call at the funeral
home from 5 to 9 p.m. tonight
(Monday).

Raymond D. McCallon
Mr. McCallon, 85, of Brand
Street, Mayfield, died Friday at 1
p.m. at Heritage Manor.
May
Survivors include three sisters,
Mrs. Mary Magness, Mayfield.
Mrs. Lillian Hanley, Jupiter, Fla.,
and Mrs. Treva Smith, Detroit,
Mich.; three nieces, Sue Williams, Anna Frances Hart and
Romona Hanna; five nephews,
James Vaughn *Edwards, Charles
Magness, Robert Smith. Paul
Smith and Don Hanley; several
great nieces and nephews.

Graveside services ,for Raymond D. McCallon were Sunday
at 2:30 p.m. at Mt. Carmel
Cemetery in Calloway County.
Dr. Charles Parker officiated.
Pallbearers were John Smith,
David Magness, Robert Suiter,
Charles Magness, Jerry Smith
and James Vaughn Edwards.
Byrn Funeral Home of Mayfield was in charge of
arrangements.
Thc family requests that
expressions of sympathy be in the
form of donations to American
Cancer Society.

Mrs. Mayme B. Thompson
Mrs. Nlayme B. Thompson, 96, 2 p.m. in the chapel of J.H. ChurMurray, died today at 3:59 a.m. chill Funeral Home. The Rev.
at Murray-Calloway County R.J. Burpoe will officiate. Burial
will follow in Elm Grove
Hospital.
She was a member of Grace Cemetery.
Friends may call from 6 to 9
Baptist Church. Her husband,
Alva B. Thompson, preceded her p.m. tonight(Monday) at the funeral home.
in death.
Born Feb. 20, 1897, in Murray,
she was the daughter of the late
Investments Since 185.1
Isaac Adams and Elizabeth Wilson Adams.
Survivors include one son,
James .Thompson and wife, Marjorie, Memphis, Tenn.; one
brother, Nolan Adams, Murray;
Prices as of 9 AM
two grandchildren, John G.
Thompson, Memphis, and Tcri
Company
Price
Chg
Ann Barnes, McComb, Miss.; one
great-grandchild, Rachel ThompDow Jones Ind. Avg...........+2.77
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Fisher Price
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General Electrk .....
Hospital. •
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Goodrich--.......
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......
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Goodyear
burial arrangements.
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K U Energy
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Report

Harry
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Walter Porter Hutchens, 59, of
Grand Rivers, formerly of Miller
Avenue, Murray, died today at
6:43 a.m. at Western Baptist Hospital, Paducah.
J.H. Churchill Funeral Home
will be in charge of funeral and
burial arrangements.
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Court Square
Murray, KY 42071
502-753-3366
Addittonal
Information
HILLIARD
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Upon Request
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Our Reg Int evtatent
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1111 Met IL lent los. • lbokor NYSE ard WC

firoird: Al.lo York, Bobbie Wilcox, Jamoo Colones, a& leereworiby, Kolth York

•nd Kelvin York.

More and more people are taking advantage of the opportunity to pre-plan their funeral arrangements, with the Family
ConsIderations program.
You can choose the arrangements you want. This way your
family won't face a difficult decision later. You Can also pre-pay
your arrangements so your family won't inherit • financial
burden.
Call or come by today. The Family Considerations program is
ii great idea.

Blalock-Coleman

'93 DODGE SHADOW ES
CONVERTIBLE
Automatic, air cond., tilt, AM/
FM cassette, tach, cast aluminum wheels, power windows,
ground effects, console with
armrest and more summertime
fun in the sun

Funeral Home, Inc.
Professional. Personal Dedicated Servue
713 South Fourth St.
y I
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MEGA
FOOD BAR
SALADS - MEATS - VEGGIES- DESSERTS

Served Monday thru Thursday at 5 p.m
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Classified
Deadlines are 2 days in advance and are as follows:
Friday 3 p.m.
Monday Edition
Saturday 10 a.m.
Tuesday Edition
Monday 3 p.m.
Wednesday Edition
Tuesday 3 p.m.
Thursday Edition
Wednesday 3 p.m.
Friday Edition
Thursday 3 p m
Saturday Edition
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010
020
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030
040 .....
050
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Legal Notice
Notice
Personal.
Card of Thanks
In Memory
.Loat & Found

FARMERS MARKET
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Help Wanted

410..

Public Sale

Domestic & Childcare

540 .

For Trade

Situation Wanted

560 .

.Free Column

Business Opportunity
instruction

110.

570

Wanted

REAL ESTATE RENTAL

Exterminating
Business Services
IleatAng And Cooling
Services Offered

270

Mobile Homes For Sale

285 Mobile Home Lots For Rent

365

. For Sale Or Lease

300.

Business Rentals

420

Home Loans

310
1RANSPORTATION
470 ..
Motorcycles 320.
Auto Services
4n0
Auto Parts
4,r,
Used Cars 330
490
.Vans
495
500
Used Trucks 340
510
Campers
52o
Boats St Motors 360

Want To Rent

430

Real Estate

753-1713
LOOr ,NG for good 9 Pall
players 64 available slots
sign up now to be assured
at slot Game date June S3
1st place $200.- 1st eight
places pay Call Break
Time Billiards Dixieland
Shopping Center 759 9303
for information

Pat, you are fifty
& you still look
fine. Seems like
you
yesterday
were only 49.
;AURORA Pizza Magic Ge
nuine hand tossed pizza.
fresh salads, sandwiches
gyros Open all year at
5pm _Closed Mon and
474 8119.
Tues
1-800 649-3804
AVON sales Be happy
Earn $8 $10hr Part time,
no inventory investment
Free samples, product, kit.
training 1 800 690-AVON

MRS. THERESA, Reader
& Advisoi. A true born
Psychic gifted from God
554 7904 call tor
appointment

o & L Auto Repair is now
open for service in Murray
area All parts & labor guar
-anteed 641 South. Murray
(beside PTL) 753 9202
Open 9aru,,5pm 5 days per
week

CANCER
INSURANCE
. No age limit to apply. If
your present policy is
over 10 years old, it
may not cover some of
the newer treatments
such as chemotherapy_ For tree information call

ROGER Hudson Hauling
Hudson Horse and Clo
thing Supply 753 4545

or reject any and all bids. Specifications are
available

in the Murray Senior Citizens

Office.

PUBLIC NOTICE
The Murray Planning Commission has received a
request to rezone a89 x 255 tract of land located
at 1013 Payne Street from R-2 (Single-Family
Residential) to B-4 (Medium Density Business).
A public hearing will be held on Tuesday, June
15, 1993 at 7:00 p.m. in the Council Chambers,
City Hall, Fifth and Poplar Streets. All interested
persons are invited to attend and participate in
this meeting.
If further information is needed, please contact
the Department of Planning and Engineering at
762-0330.
Mike Lovins, Chairman
Murray Planning Commission

Don Elias, City Planner
City of Murray

DISABILITY MEDICARE
SUPPLEMENT INSURANCE
Ifyou are under age 65 and qualify for
MEDICARE due to disability we offer
several Medicare Supplement Policies.
All Medicare Supplement Policies
are now standardized into 10 plans
offering different levels of benefits. We
can write 7 of the plans on a "guaran-

teed issue" basis (no health questions)
and the policies will be issued at the
lowest available premium.
We represent 7 A.M. Best A- or A+
rated companies to give you the best
possible rates and service.
Please give us a call for a rate quote.

McConnell
Insurance Agency
Hopkiasvilis Pod.',vises Bending
Ttlt at Ws. Murray, Ky.

753-4199

MERCHANDISE
Computers
For Sale Or Trade
Want To Boy
Articles For Sale
Appliances
lloma Furrualungit
Antiques
Vacuum Cleaners
Sewing Machines
Heavy Equipment
Sports Equipment
Firewood
Musical
Miscellaneous
T V & Radio

440

lots For Sale

Houses For Rent

450

Farms Fur Sale

For Rent or Lease

460

, Homes For Sale

380

070

ACCEPTING appecations
for cosmetologist and man
icuest 753 3688 after 5pm
489 2740

Maintenance

sonnel needed • for
injection
plastic
molding plant. Experience required!
Send resume to:
Purchase Plastics
P.O. - Box 5310

BABYSI TT E R ...ceded .r.
our Almo hose... Hours M F
7am 4prn Must har.or owe
transport,'itcr S refer
Paola
ences
753 6374 between le.im
5pm M F
BABYSiTTER needed icr
summer tor C & 9 year old
.5prr
M T Th
-759 2510 atter
Please
5pm
BR1TTHAVEN of Benton A
leader in the long term care
industry is now accepting
appl,cations for the follow
ing RN Supervisor, day
shift M F LPN, afternoon
shift Certified Nursing As
sistartF- Nurse's Aide train
irig c
Selected appl
care- • • be ambitious
& dedicated
eag.
the elderly If
to
intera ..s.ot apply at Brieha
ven, on Hwy 611 across
from Wal Mart between
9am 3prn M F EOE

Per-

„AR,
boat $80
golf -et mower gas grill
electric motor exercycle
creeper basketball goal
each $15 or less 753 7231
after 1 30

1982 NEW Haven
2br 1 bat! ing $9800 4

LET us make your clothes
alter and repair Untorms
and sportswear
rentals
gowns arid tuxedos Ruth s
See and Sew Country
Sq :are 1608 N 171 I'vt,ir
753 6981

1988 14n81', M::E3'i I
honer ?re
ker.
;.
room,
.
ha teidi r; r" r
!•i r
t L
24 acne" 4 ruies om
Murray A ot of trei'rr.

A

i•

42066
or call

502-247-1377
ESTABLISHED lawn ser
vice with 50. cusotmeis
and all the equipment Seri
ous inquiries only
753 0501

SERVERS Apply in person
102

T.'1101ations

51-4r_

i•fitn
1

S

F TMETAL
:_ryrS

tr't

753 8181
:30am 4 30prn or
•• by 802 0-he.t-.1nut for
ll Cat-oil

tes:r'n

7

ANTIQUE 8 Art Pottery
pernitatives oak furnture 8.
hull McCoy Roseville pot
tery 435 4327
ANTIQUES by tht piece or
collections Ca.: 753 9433
atter 5pm
CASH paid for good used
rifles shotguns and pis
tolS Benson Sporting
Goods 519 S 12th
Murray

METAL tor farm and corn
ti,1•1.1inos Lengths
,it to oni:r from 30 to 45
ir-ish increments, 38
wide Galvanized Or choice
.31 10 coiors in #1 and #2
'grade Trim accessories
and door hardware Call for
prices 1502) 499 2722 or
199
PORTABLE barn style 8.
. t,e storage building

MOTHER of 2 children will
ing to babysit in own home
in Almo 759 1764
WILL babysit in my home
experienced 759 4490
WILL clean houses Have
references 753 8995

***POSTAL JOBS***

`JprrI 7..Ltie

WOLF F suntan bids
Sales service bulbs .8
Darts Financing availahle.
753 9274

753 2860

11
411.1''

Ask

L:H 7t7r apts near down
t.A7 M._,rt.ly 753 .4109
, OR ' bath w d hookup
, eL...ort S dick $350 mo
437 1855

Fed apt rq,
3BR
trigerator i d stove in
cluded Ckian arid
Close to camper-. $300 a
month 753 7276

:OR 1 bath in loll kitchen
.1
gar. hi-at loacted in
rieighborhood near
7:7..
And lirliVerSity No
jes $25;) mo 759 1091
r 6pin

ELEGENTt
lb. on "A,
,?br reei ,
$250 no
deposit *.
before 8 7 ;

iej Large rooms very
tor up to 4 stu

Mr•.-1,',J

•1".••r

dryer
turn

rr•tri9erator

1989. 14.6'..,:1
h:er:
with cathi,lr.r! ‘ii,;••nas Ii
e.tra „.7,.
CLJAI,Neee
Spir.alizilid

Co'emae

isle
'53

99 .9

RE
rie

2E1F1 ipt near campac No
753 5e80
I
.BR AL:: near campus
.
759 9980
'80

i•

e!t,tri;

:'PR
' spacious all
,.1(; •' • r. notud ng
washer & dryer $15Cr mo

115 On.''
,
•1,

Home
Furnishings

BOGARD trucking and ex
cavating inc We haul tiziO'
soil gravel fill dirt. white FULL r.ize rid ,te Frew)
Proverc.al bed room suit
rock rip rap 759 1828
Also have Papasan chair
COMING soon, Cooper matching foot stool w
Grand Classic Passenger cushion Both reasonably
tires with 80,XXX mile war
priced 753 8743
ranty Warehouse tire. 400
MATTRESS & box springs
Industrial Rd 753 1111
queen size excellent con
FRESH Kentucky Lake cat
drtion $65 751 1225
Murray Bait Co
fish
753 5693

e•
'

_ .• !!,-•
r•

.7Pri

'r "

Lit',
•• i• 5,
tile • adv.i. 1i
cr
15.
a,

raea t

h • r r.•
1•att;
.,'HA 4. I •.

-;
lItde.A. ;•,
3r.
1-eh 14.1,,
0:40 oily
• -1
,
down and El
Mare,' rrore ,r_.-- 11
r
.1,
IN, • •;..
I i'
•

'r

•

tt•••

5
7.t. avaisito •
down p
qualified hoeana

411(1 0' „Li'''.

Paris TN re-11
HiPme of to
Di se

44...
e

JUST arrived' New ship
ment of 16" & 16 5' Blem REMMINGTON 12 garig1
light truck tires All tread
870 $225 3 wheel E Z Go
patterns $65'ea plus tax
electric golf cart $250
c
Mounted balanced & put
53 2816
.
on Warehouse Tire 400
Industrial Rd 753 1111

1411A

HI

Mobile
Homes For Rent
SHADY Oaks 2 or 3br
electec or gas Walking
lance to college 753 52e9

2BR duplex central ha
appliance: w d hookup
No pets. 1802 B Monroe
Ave -$325 reti: deposit
1 527 7382
2BR in Nee:

ow utili
• '..;:40

Central
.1 • • i ,
it
now
$300 mo appliances &
Liwn rnairtenanCe furn
1,hed
F r-hassy Apts
:53 e898
2BR t7irs •ry Lane Estates
•y rriCA, All ap
New
1

MOBILE Horne ,
$75 mo water hi r ,
Coleman RE 751 97798
MOBILE home spaces for
Two miles east or
rent
Murray $75 mo rent $75
deposit Call 753 7953

HEA P:1n'
Rana,
p!ionr•

4

'
7'

heal

753 1300.
4892116'

r

A

'

Air:crated

No pets
Apartment-Cdri,
LARGE, 7 1 ,
pus p‘Artial at :ties paid
$700 mo 71.:0 999e

MUR CAL Apartrimmts now
accepting .11)01e:it-ions tor
1 2' and 31-4 apartments
Phone 759 1984 E qua:
Housing Opport y!y
NICE 2br duple% central
h a satelliti. $1 75 mo Nc
pits, 753 7457
NICE 2br
cl.e• h a .11.4)11z8- 1(r -. A d
hookup Northwo.:.-i .7)r$400 plus
753 1953,or 753 097:

ri 350 no

27BR duple. central h a
anPlianiies furnished
Available r'...3A In Westwodd
Subdivision Coleman RE
753 9898

'

NE 'IN

A FIREWOOD for sale
437 4667

1 I>,
410.,

1h

THELk1A'S BARGAIN BIN
1109 Pogue Ave
759-9940
Clean Used Furniture. Ap
pliances. and Misc Items
Use Our Layaway Plan
We buy furniture

applianceS

r.,:d $395 mo plus
.1..j,, I r.) If, -53 1266

„er,

git

WHIRLPOOL air condi
noner excellent shape
6'27
$100 obo 751'

Articles
For Sale

By Way of the
Grapevine

Apartments
For Rent

A.r...11.irr

mowers

GRANDMA wood stove
3sp girls bicycle 3 kit
sr:rime heaters red pony
and used saddle
436 2858

Aper1ments
For Rent

1.3 :rnes

OeS

-;
•
h tirr.4.1;,

c.o.: 16
All 1. ,....!--sories Boyodthes size 6 8 childree
1.11P
492 8 4 .1 3

TWO man pedal boat
436 2318
USED lawn
354 6781

14x71

1983 14.60 FLEE 7
WOOD FroreletLa.. a,di
Lying %Dom .On 7", 4-n44

Trani-

Start $11 41/hr + ben
ehts For application &
info, call 1-(216) 32462287am to 10pm
7 days

to
make any changes to ad after
deadline.
A.
2.00 fee will be required

•

business Reliable& ex per HEAVY duty utility trailer
ienced references Call 5x10 $425 753 7051 an
Linda 759.9553
swering machine

EMPLOYMENT opportuni
ties are now available for
individuals with disabilities
or special education high
school graduates through
the JTPA program Anyone
who is interested in the
program may call 759 1965
for an appointment

Yard Sale $7.50 Prepaid

Mobile
Homes For Sale

WILL do house cleaning
Call Betty 474 2131 leave
message

Mayfield, KY

ts.,•_-rre 1 laM of after 20M

25e per word 15.00 minimum 1st
day. 51 per word per day for each
additionia contregatirre day. $1.75
extra for shopper(Thee. Classifieds
go into Shopping Guide.) 12.00 extra for blind box ads.

270
Articles
For Sale

SEWING iotr
eluding for' i
753 1061

PART time position in the
rental & sales of formal
wear Interested persons
may call 759 4073 or send
resume to Mr Tuxedo 304
East Main St Murray KY
42071

Reader Ads:

Paw & Supplies

Domestic
& Childcare

Position
Wanted

waitrio.si• DANCE 77
• 42 4297 WANTED Babysitter in my
$500
• HAy
alter 6pi- , . e
horn.: for 2 children in Lynn
79E Pans Tr,
Gr 3...•1 Hazel area for
2orn 11 shift References &
DENTAL
own transportation re
LOST 05 28 93 Old Engl
part
t
435 44:
ish Mastiff dog tan male
131'
flea collar & collar, named
•
:1 drivers
420,•
Jerry McConnell
Duke Lost in Duncan Groc
Van and
Insurance
cry area Call 759 4685
division
DISTRIE
753-4199
4 17388
•!•ae local cla•rn serv•c81
r
LOST Black neutered sior
WENDY'S Take our man
male cat Tall & slender sale,
•rnert path to success
CONFEDERATE Heartbroken, child's pet the wr7.777
1...inag•:ment trainees.
Last seen off Hwy 732 in Must h L.
$$55$$$$$$, silver
y
lisiders that know
lake vicinity Answers to 16dae of
$$$$$$$$$$, coins, proofr ;-ot
••.% : rrake things hap
sets, stamps at Decades name of Midnight Please or as a t ,or
can otter compen
ca'l
Ago (Hazel), Bookrack call day or night 753 8345 information pt(
iry ar.!d a great op
(Murray) We buy. ap- or 753 2395
Beth 1 800 964 1727
p r
praise Christopher•s
You give us your
LOST Reward $150
DO you need a JOB or do
' -)rt and we do the
Coins 753-4161
making
Siamese cat named Cud- you need help in
rer'.t
managers
REDUCE Burn off fat while dles, belongs to 3yr old & positive advances for the
with "'Eye.; experience up to
you sleep. Take OPAL 14mo old. Hwy 280 near tuturel We have 22 JOB
e9).0 co managers up
available at Holland Drugs, East Elementary School OPENINGS for people be
to $25 000 assi:-,tant man
of
16
22
tween
the
ages
753-9202
109 So 4th St, Murray
0gr'rrnent tr a Flees up to
years. if you are not in
'6 OIJO Appiy to Oscar
school Call 753 9378 five
L'kirray 1111 Chestnut St
days a week between
759 1695
INVITATION TO BID
8 00am 3 00pm We are an
EOE This project is funded
The Murray Calloway Co. Senior Citizens,
Domestic
by the Western Kentucky
& Childcare
Murray,Ky., will accept bids to purchase(1)
Private Industry Council
JTPA x. .
one cargo mini-van. aids to be returned by
CLEANING houses is my

June 25, 1993, by 1:00 p.m., to the office of
the Murray Senior Citizens at 607 Poplar St.
The M.C.C.S.C. reserves the right to accept

Rooms For Rent

$500 Column Inch
Display Ada
40% Discount Ind Ran.
60% Discount 3ri Run
All 3 Ads Wart Run Withal 6 Day Period)
111 75 per column inch curs for Tuesday(Shop
2 rig Guide)

120
130
140
150
155
160
165
170
180 . .
195 .
200
210
220
240 ..
260

435 ....................Lake Property

Apartments For Rent

Help
Warned

Ward-Elkins

REAL ESTATE SALES

Mobile Homes For Rent

280

060

VCR Sen ice
Nintendo Repair

Advertisers are requested to check the
first insertion of their ads for any error
The Murray Ledger & Tunes will be
responsible for only one incorrect insertion. Any error should be reported
immediately so corrections can be
made

OFFICE HOURS: Mon.-Fri. 8 a.m.-5 p.m.
Saturday 8 a.m.-12 p.m.
SERVICES

Farm Equipment
190
370
..... Livestock & Supplies
Poultry & Supplies
390
Produce
400
Feed & Seed
550 ........-•.

EMPLOYNIENT

753-1916

Classified Ad Rates
Display Ads

ADJUSTMENTS

'1'0 PLACE AN AD CALL

DEADLINES
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inClud

; washer & dryer cen
, 7 • le:ghbor
man RE
•. central
7." W
Li aoi .i: .77, carport
i DO 1T10 1E07 Ridgew
',

NOW taking app7ications
tor Section Blow rent hour.
ing Apply in person at
Southside Manor 906
Broad St Extended bi.
Iween Barn 12noon ,No
phone calls please Equal
Housing Opportunity
TAKING applic limns to,
section 8 rent subsidized
apartments 1 2 & 3 bec
rooms handicap access.
bkE Equal Housing Oppor
trinity Apply Fieldale Apts
Hardin. Ky
or call
502 437 4113
TWO one bedroom in Mur
ray $265 mo $965 (feet::
sit $175 Rio Sr 75 oirporat
Cali • 753 7953
UNIVERSITY
new apt in 4 pie. 2tir
stove refrig micro ct•rird:
.71
$100 mo 753 8e9.
nights 753 2633 cave.
VERY spacious'2br 2 bier,
duplex Northwood Dr vi.
appliances thrnisr
tal air & gas heat
i r...
1 month deposit 1 ,7
No pets 753

BECOME A CERTIFIED
NURSE'S AIDE
IF YOU'RE 55+ AND QUALIFY FOR THE
SENIOR EMPLOYMENT PROGRAM.Free
training is available!
753-0929
Funded by Job Training Partnership Act
through the West Kentucky PIC. in cooperation with the Department for Employment
Services and the Purchase Area Development
District.

Antiques & Gifts
EXPERIENCED Heating
and Air Conditioning set
vice technician Hourly
wage commensurate with
experiece benefits pack
age Send resume or apply
to Buford Heating and Air
1928 N 8th Street Padu
cah KY 42001 (502)
442 3543 James Tune
8430 M F Evenings(502)
444 6053 1502) 442 3543

New selection of herb wreaths & swags, southwestern
afghans & more afghans, placemats & napkins, copper,
pewter, lamps, graniteware, cow & apple kitchen
accessohes, silk geraniums & sunflowers. Come by for
the "unique" Mother's Day Gift!
certificates & Bridal Registry)
121 So. to Old Salem Rd.
Wed.-Sat. 10 AM-5 PM Sun. 2-5 PM

( Gift

FULL time experienced
night time cook Must work
weekends apply in person
Ann's Country Kitchen
Hazel

NEED dependable babysit
ter in Stella or Kirksey area
437 4255

NEEDING a substitute car
tier for day route in county
and or night route in city
Please call Chester Garner
759 1138
PART time office work
Ability to operate cash re
grster worlx with custom
ars experience with IBM
cornsurer Send resume 10
PO Bos 1032 Murray Kv
42071

John
PIANO tuning
Gottschalk 753 9600

FOR Rent BUr-,Irit, B, ,
S
or Office Soon:
0 r
opp
753 1509 or 75 • •
S

OPEN 10 THE PUBLIC

753-0466

•

NON-PROFIT ORGAN./SPON

PO Box 1033

Murra,,

America's Second ( ,r•

Z11919Puckling
iriALMMEZI
ocatioos Coast to Coast
HALEY'S AUTO SALES
Cars Custom Vans arid
Office
1 800

7`i I

69 1 0

h
,ses)
,,

1 1.1r 1 p

For Movie

'
So
f.liirtiy KY 4

1.1tfr's

Ler../Ot

V.111S

1,rk%,

TYSON

AVENUE
PARIS, TENNESSEE

Want
To Ren1
NE E D small housi:
country Only lariltr•it••'•
Prefer a shady spot r,
Call
soriable, rent
436 5334 and 'eave
message
In

STRAW for sale Call Leroy
1,2 3 4BR ants furnished
Todd 753 0858. or
• very nice some with
753 8943
washer & dryer near MSU
No pets Also room for rent
753 6111 753 1252 days
Business
753 0606 after 5pm
Services
1BR furnished apt Nice
and clean close to cam
PUS $175 per month
ASPHALT driveway sea
753 7276
ling Top quality low cost
free estimates Jeremy
1BR furnished close to urn
Mayet 343 2748
versa)/ & hospital some
KEN TENN Investigations, utilities paid Call 753 8756
or 753 9101
owner .1B Wilburn specia
lizing in criminal civil
1BR & studio apt available
domestic and insurance in
appliances furnished Colevestigations 14 years law man RE
753 9898
enforcement experience
Bel Air Shopping Center 1 LARGE furnished apt a
S 0 2 7S3 3 8 6 8 share a bath $125 mo
502 436 6099 Licensed in water & garbage furnished
753 7662
Kentucky and Tennessee
V

H C HENRY COUNTY
M C MEDICAL CENTER

310

EXERCISE equipment fur
Mute. washer & dryer
527-2821 or 395 3508

IMMEDIATE opening for
part time waitress Must be
21 Apply in person at Big
Apple Cafe 901 247 5798

NEED full time help for
auto body repair shop
Some experience neces
sary Please send appitca
tion to PO Box 1040 T
Murray KY 42071

MID SOUTH Musicians
Netwoec Get listed in &
receive a directory of area
musicians & technicians of
ill shapes & sizes (pros
amateurs) Phone for free
brochure' (901) 6420773

38242

Dynamic,progressive medical center,invites
you to join a team of professionals who are
committed to providing high-quality healthcare. With state-of-the-art technology, we
are able to offer a challenging work environment that will allow you to realize your
potential. We have the following openings:
Critical Care Unit:RN's on the 7P to
7A shift, $2,000 sign-on bonus.
Med/Surg Unit: RN's on 3 to 11 and
7P to 7A shift, $1,000 sign-on bonus.
OR:RN on 7A to SP shift, $600 signon bonus.
Supervisor:RN supervisor for Nursing Department,experienced only,7P
to 7A.
Staff Development: RN, teaching
expenence preferred: excellent communication skills; self-starter; M-F,

days.
would like to increase our
PRN pool with committed RNs and
LPNs.

PRN: We

We offer competitive salary and a
comprehensive benefits package.
For more information, contact:
Judy Farris, RN,
Interim Director of Nursing
at (901) $44-8257

/...44
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CLASSIFIEDS
Homes
For Sale
CE 3to stove 8 retrigeta
;entraI h a $450 plus
posit No pets 105 Non!
753-1953 or
,14370

Now Open

DOG DAY
AFTERNOON
Dog Grooming

330
Rooms

All Breeds, All Sizes

1

For Rent

Side Srlocong C.

SiD.A!'
-'en

LOCATED in one of MurSMALL 2br house (750sq
ray's loveliest neighborft) 2 lots good shape perhoods with a touch of counfect for weekend retreat or
try, conveniently close to
summer home View of lake
from deck $24 900 Bank everything This 2story 4br.
-payment-tower-than-new-- -3-beth-elt brick qualify bushhome has many added feacar 753-2339 or 753-8767
tures 305 Oakdale Dr by
Please call
owner
753 7204

L',o.onriar. RE
L- 6
532915
Houses
For Rent

Public

BEAUTIFUL building lot in
quiet restricted subdivision
Half an acre plus 10 mi
nutes from shopping center $7000 901 642-7577
or 901 642-4714
LOT with trees in Southwest Villa size 100 •140 or
1504140 753-3488

Sale

23 Family
Yard Sale

milests $325 ma
1 2

•.

g

S10

.TORY 3 4br house
re, heat large corner
605 Sycamore
e-,0 753 8767' Cr
•

m

g

June 8th & 9th
7 tll ?
From Mayfield take
Hwy. 80 East 2 miles,
turn left at Hwy. 131,5
miles.
Dolls, tools, glassware.
antiques, toys, furniture.
children 8 aduh clothes,
lots of misc.

wood or
air zcindi
SE of Mur
pets refert,.nc,es
492 8594
••

,BR 2 bath decent neigh
hi-3-t pod some new carpet
701 Broad St
.
r-io 753-8767 or
'53 ,,339

5 75 ACRES on State LiriS
Rd .west of Hazel Go-rd
wrrU & septic- system 2 Out
buildings $6500 or make
Offer 901 247-3374

KOPPERLiD Realty has
t, •;;HWOOD storage buyers waiting to purchase
-tly has units avail homes all price ranges It
753 2905 for more you.are thinking of selling
contact one of our courte
i• on
ous and professional
agents at 753 1222 or stop
by office at 711 Main St
Livestock
Supplies
RE:MAX Properties Ltd
J Sorrell gelding
Bob Perrin Paul Dailey
r..-d Racking, $950 Bel Air
Center
Bay gelding regis- 502-753 SOLD
ing and-Racking 1 800-369-5780
Rolled hay $15 per
ROBERTS Realty Callo53 2101
way County's oldest and
;-.0%'
7 Cart & harness good most reliable real estate
31..1 titan $350 489-2300
agency For all your real
needs call them to
estate
i:-i,iSTERED Quarter
753 1651 1 Syca1,..esi• bay 15 1hh 7yrs day at
more and 12th St
1c,001

Your Ad
Could
Be Here!

,A'.

ar obedient safe
' '3' show or home

or private lessons
Murray for a.er
- 436 2858

Motorcycles
1984 HONDA 700 Magna
12 500 miles. value $1575
sell for $1100 753 9786
490
Used
Cars
1973 FORD LTD good con
Moon runs good $550
obo 753-6481

1-225 ACRES 753 1300
after 7pm 489 2116
3 ACRES new well 2 out
buildings fenced 8 miles
soutn of Murray $9900
436 5 -44 or
obo
436 2526
APPROX 33 a•:.reS pasture
land or building sites 1 acre
wooded Snlioh Comrr,un
ity off Hwy 1550 '53 6758
after 9pm

Real
Estate

ORE EKVIEW Self storage
-i-:rhouses on Center
7; behind Shoney's
620 $40 mo 759-4081

2BR house near university
on commercial lot low
$40s .Also small camper
753-2967
38R 1 bath brick home in
city limits Priced in the
$40s 753-9708 after 5pm
38R brick home on 2 acres
plus minus Nice shady lot
with excellent garden spot
carport 8 detached garage
Located of the Tenn side of
Hazel
mile from KY line
8 3-4 miles from Hazel 8
Puryear Must see to ap
preciate Call Moody Realty
1 800 642 5093 Marty
$49,500
BY owner Spacious 4.
tiedroom 3',7 bath in beautiful Dogwood Drive area
Fenced back yard brick
patio second story deck
overlooking tree covered
lot Formal dining room,
living room family room 2
fireplaces Completely fin
ished basement Asking
$139 000 Serious inquiries
only No reagors piease
753-5800
FOR sale by owner 2br
brick ranch near LynnvOie
Hardwood new carpet lots
of cabinets 1340sq ft at
tached garage Ready to
move in In the $30s
435-4305

CUSTOM KJTCHEN CAEUNE TS
CUSTOM WOODWORKING

All Types Of:

Custom Woodworkin!;
Kitchen & Bath Cabinets
•Drop by & see our showroom
409 SJNBURY MURRAY (Refund Bunny Wean
753 5940

HOME with income Six
rooms 3br 2 bath
screened and carpeted pa
tio all electric bui;t in
kitchen. central h a Sepa
rate entrance to upstairs 4
room and bath apt newly
decorated for rerlai 1
acre site red,i;:e.1 to
$49.900 759-1122

1980 DODGE Omni 4dr,
hatchback brand new Holley comb fuel pump, coil wire
& distributor cap. runs
good good gas mileage
good tires cream color, fair
condition $600 753-6796
1980 MAZDA RX7 new
tires $800 753-2297
1985 MAXIMA Sta Wgn
sun moon root. ps pb
p w V 6 come look
$3850 After 5 30pm
753 8096

Vans
1984 CARAVAN LE. wood
grain, 7 passenger
753 0509

1963 CHEVY pickup 350
V 8 motor excellent shape
436 2147
1973 GMC pick up good
condition
$1000
753-8609
1976
TON F-250 Ford
truck 4 x4 $1000 Call
435 4307 after 6pm
laK SUBURBAN'--. ton. 4
wheel drive 489-2691

753-7588 753-6952

„.

Gentry Painting Co.r-fo
Phone 435-4268
Rt 4 Bon

42071

'A Types Of Pressure Washing & Steam Cleaning'
Free Estimates • All Work Guaranteed
Insured

KLEEN TEC
COMMERCIAL HOOD & VENT CLEANING
($02) 753-28411
12061Kirkwood Murray KY 42071
"'wean Owner

Wayne Higgins Backhoe Service
Septic Tanks, Sewers & Hauling
Call Us Anytime

759-4685

Commercial Was
Disposal
All Types of Refuse Service

1-800-585-6033
Bud Stewart, Route Manager

and

>elf

Residential

Jarnes U. Gallimore
Electric Service
Kt 8, Rex 1075
Murray, KY 42071

1977 ELDARODA motorhome. 24ft. 48 000 actual
miles microwave. tv & vcr,
newly remodeled,excellent
condition 753 8663
JAYCO camper excellent
condition, sleeps 6. low mileage good storage space,
has sink propane stove &
electrical hook up. $1200
753-1901

1968 14FT Fish and Ski
boat 45hp good trailer with
new tires, trolling motor and
other accessories. $700
obo 762-4791
1986 ARIES Fish & Ski
90hp Mercury, Thruster
trolling motor. $3950
753 1115
1986 BARETTA Ski Boat
16 ft. 140hp Mercruiser.
10 walk thru front, top
spare prop low hours, dark
brown & tan, excellent condition, $4650 436-5610

IA Al town country yard
mowing landscaping, tree
trimming tree removal
light hauling Free esti
Tim Lamb
mates
436-2528
Al 1A all around mowing &
tree trimming & light hauling Call 436 2528 ask for
Mark

Phone
(5021759-1835

B & W Pressure Clean
Rt. 1, Box 127, Water Valley, KY 42085
All Types 01 Exterior Cleaning
Concrete • Vinyl • Cars • Trucks • Trailers • Boats
FREE ESTIMATES * DEPENDABLE SERVICE
(502) 355-9804
(502) 355-2640

Dr. Mary Broeringmeyer

Chiropractor
Call for an appointment

753-2962

ALPHA BUILDERS
Remodeling, garages, decks, porches, concrete
work, chain link fences. Home maintenance

489-2303
S & S Environmental
Maintenance Contractors
Specializing In Underground Storage Tank
Removal and Excavating Services.

Murray, Ky. • 753-6337 or 489-2240

APPLIANCE SERVICE
Kenmore, Westinghouse
Whirlpool 30+ years exBOBBY
perience
HOPPER. 436-5848
BACKHOE SERVICE
BRENT ALLEN septic tank
installation, repair, replacement 759-1515
BACKHOE Service ROY
HILL Septic system driveways hauling, foundations,
etc 759-4664
BOB'S Plumbing Repair
Service All work guaran753-1134 or
teed
436-5832
CARPET and vinyl installation and repairs Glen Beb
ber 759-1247

CHUM Chim Chimney
Sweeps has 10% senior
citizen discounts We sell
chimney caps and screens
435-4191

CHECK

YOUR
AD
Advertisers we requested
to check the first inserbon
of ads tor any OfTCK. The
Murray ledger & Times will
be responsible tor only
ONE INCORRECT INSERTION. Any error should be
reported immediately so
correctons can be made.
CHECK YOUR AD carefully and notify The Classified Advertising Department immediately in case
of an error

753-1916

Monday Edition
Tuesday Edition
Wednesday Edition
Thursday Edition
Friday Edition
Saturday Edition

Friday 3
Saturday 10
Monday 3
Tuesday 3
Wednesday 3
Thursday 3

p.m.
a.m.
p.m.
p.m.
p.m.
p.m.

For assistance call, 753-1916 or come by

Mirrray Ledger az Times
Classified Department

•A 2

INBOARD & outboard Mar- tirely different games,but they have
ine Repair Service calls at least one thing in common: Both
502 436 5792
incorporate-even encourage- a
K B ASSOCIATES Gen- certain degree of bluffing and iteceperal construction remodel- tion.
ing, garages decks, patios
Today's deal,from the final ofthe
interior trim 753-0834
1992 U.S. Bridge Championship,feaKITCHEN CABINET RE tures a classic deceptive play by deCOVERY existing doors & clarer. South was Jeff Meckstroth,
frames with woodgrain for- and he reached three notrump as
mica, all colors Free esti- shown after a sequence that began
mates Wulff s Recovery
Murray 436-5560

MOWER repair Same day
service 7 days week Most
repairs at your home Fac
tory trained 15 yrs experience 502 753 5299

SHEETROCK finishing,
textured ceilings Larry
Chnsman 492-8742

DEADLINES ARE 2 DAYS IN ADVANCE:

GERALD WALTERS
•A K Q 986
Rooting, vinyl siding paint
ing Free estimates 18 The bidding:
South West
years experience Local re- North East
ferences 436-2701
Pass
Pass
I 46
Pass
I•
Dble
1+
Pass
Pass
3+
Pass
HANDYMAN will do plumb- 2*
ing, electrical. carpentry 3+
Pass
3 MI'
and general repair Opening lead -king of diamonds.
753-0596
Bridge and poker are two en-

A 1 Professional VCR
cleaning & small repair
Call Zeb's VCR Repair
436 2135

SEWING machine repair
Kenneth Barnhill
753 2674

Ads must be paid in advance. A '2.00 fee will be I
required to make any changes to ad after deadline.

Contract Bridge

MOODY'S mower repair
Pick up and delivery
753-5668

ROCKY COLSON Home
Repair Roofing siding,
painting plumbing, con
crete Free estimates Call
474 2307

Sale

1 insertion
2 insertions
3 insertions

7.50
'12.50
15.00

CUNNINGHAM S Heating
and Cooling Service Corn
plete installation and service
Call Gary at
North dealer.
759 4754
Neither side vulnerable.
CUSTOM bulldbzing and
NORTH
backhoe work, septic sys•984 3
tems.354-8161 after 4pm
•1098
•.1 109
DRYWALL, finishing re
pairs additions and blow
..1 43
mg ceilings 753-4761
WEST
EAST
•K Q
EXPERIENCED drywall + 1065
K 7 64
finishing, new construction ✓ A J 5 32
additions blown ceilings • K 7
* Q8654 3435-4036
Sib 7 5 2
+10
SOUTH
GENERAL Repair plumb
• A .1 7 2
ing roofing tree work
436 2642
Q

Al AL'S hauling yard
work tree removal mowing
Free estimates
759-1683

RICK'S Roofing All types
of roofs and repairs Torchon modified and rubber
for mobile homes 17 years
experience, guaranteed
work Free estimates
phone 502-437-4559

ADVERTISE Your Yard
3 Times and SAVE

COUNTERTOPS custom
Homes trailers offices
Wulff s Recovery MUrray
436 5560

LAWN mowing service Insured Coleman Benefiel
phone 759-4564.

ALPHA Builders Carpentry remodeling porches.
roofing, concrete, driveways painting, maintenance. etc Free estimates
489-2303

YARD
SALE
EASON

APPLIANCE REPAIRS
Factory trained by 3 mafor
manufacturers All work
and parts warranted Ask
for Andy at The Appliance
Works:753-2455

A1A Landscaping Spring
clean up Mulching hauling.tree trimming & reAfter 5pm
moval
492 8254

Al TREE Service Stump
removal and spraying Free
estimates 753-0906 after
5pm 759 9816 753-0495

Commercial

Calloway Co. Fire
& Rescue Squad

Wm. Gentry
177A, Murray. Ky

1991 FORD Explorer 4
wheel dr, 2dr Eddie 13aurer
package. auto, pis, ac,
$17,000 901-644-3764

1 A A 1 Hauling tree trim
ming tree removal cleaning out sheds attics & odd
lobs Free estimates
436 2102 Luke Lamb

s95

IClip This Ad From The Paper
And Save For A Handy Referenc&

Residential Painting
Interior Exterior

1988 DODGE Dakota
$3300 obo 753-7902.
437-4066

1986 TOYOTA 4x4 SR5
long bed loaded excleent
condition also 1993 Dodge
Colt 4dr auto. 8XX miles
1987 HYDRA Sport DV
list $12 500 asking $8500 185, 150XR 2 Mercury, fully
753 4260
loaded with extras. tandem
1990 CADILLAC Seville trailer with brakes. Call
loaded extra nice, white evesepngs 753 1301
with red leather 492-8836 1989 18FT Bomber Comafter 5pm
mander Ski:Pleasure boat
165hp Mercruiser inboard
1991 FORD Escort LX
motor seats 7 people Re20 XXX miles like new
duced to $9000 436-2794
56000 753-7387
after 4pm weekdays & any
1991 PONTIAC LeMans time Sat & Sun
2dr 4 cyl auto 23 XXX
miles like new $4950 36FT house boat alumi753 3704 1601 Loch Lo num hull newly remodeled,
115 Evinrude motor genermard will trade
ator. $6500 436-5811
CAR Stereo Installation
753-0113. Sunset Boule- BASS & ski boat
vard Music Murray's Al- 436-2071 436-5811
pine Car Audio Specialist.
Dixieland Center 1 block
from MSU dorms

Dial-A-Service
Poison
Control

Used
Trucb

Campers

759-1768

u! '

tt.

500

eisn

LICENSED for electric and
gas 753-7203

MULCH pick up loads
Murray 436 5560
PAINTING exterior inter
ior Call Charlie Rains
753 5754
PLUMBING repairman with
same day service Call
436-5255
SUREWAY Tree & Stump
Removal Insured with full
line of equipment Free estimates Day or night,
753-5484

Call

FREE puppses Blue Heeler
mix 492 8289 after 6prn
FREE puppies Blue Heeler
Border Collie mix
435 4174

There would have been no story
to tell if West had led his best suithearts - but he opted to lead the
king of diamonds in response to his
partner's lead-directing double- of
North's artificial one diamond bid.
Meckstroth took- the king with
the ace And considered hs chances.
Eight tricks-six clubs,a spade and
a diamond -Were in plain view,and
a ninth could be developed by conceding a diamond. But he was certain that if he returned a diamond at
trick two, the opponents would shift
to hearts and put a quick end to the
proceedings. The alternative of running his club suit first offered little
hope, since that would reveal too
much about his hand and lead to the
same unhappy conclusion.
So Meckstroth decided that the
best way to fight fire was with fire,
and he calmly tabled the queen of
hearts! West won with the ace and
continued diamonds. East took the
ten with the queen and, though he
appeared to consider other options,
- finally returned a third diamond.

As soon as the diamond hit the
table, Meckstroth unabashedly
claimed nine tricks, leaving a chagrined East to ponder whether he
could or should have worked out the
winning defense.

Horoscopes

TUESDAY.JUNE 8. 1993
(For sour personallied daily Jeane Dixon horoscope. based on your ow it

o5
date of birth. call 1-900-9)0{-7)0t. Your phone company will bill you
cents a minute.)
KAPPA* BIRTHDAY! IN THE Make certain the office phone is
NEXT YEAR OF YOER LIFE: A always manned: a missed call could
prove costly.
financial deal will produce the
AIM:0 (Aug. 23-Sepi. 221:
results you expect. Family relationStop arguing with your co-workers.
ships change lOr the better. Be preGreater sensitivity to other people's
pared to tiillow through on an idea
needs will bring new financial gains.
whose time has finally come. Late
Put more effort into your work. I.ct
next fall, a nesk•comer shows you
romance simmer on the back burner
hos% to enrich your personal life. By
replacing had habits w ith good ones. for a while.
LIBRA (Sept. 23-Oct. 221: Make
you can make a long -cherished
a list before going shopping and you
dream come true. A love for action
ss ill prohahlr. saY e money. Your
and variety leads to an unusual
productivity- rises v. hen WU ss ork
ads enture early in 1994.
CELEBRITIES BORN ON alone. Taking a walk at lunchtime
THIS DATE: comedienne Joan will boost your spirits.
SCORPIO (Oct. 23-Nov. 211:
Rivers. singer James Darren. actors
Your create. its is at a peak !oda\
(;rain Dunne and Don Grady.

.ARIES !March -21-April 191: Be
careful not to take any work frustrations out on your loved ones. Family
life becomes trul rewarding when
you spend more time with offspring.
THE Gutter Co Seamless
aluminum gutters. variety 'Perform MOW St7T% Ices for yourself.
of colors Licensed, inT.AURUS (April 20-May 201:
sured Estimate available
Firm up sacalion plans so -you can
759-4690
eel the reservations you want. Shyness could he hampering your purTUTORING available for
elementary age children
suit of that special romantic partner.
$10/hr on MSU campus
Keep in closer touch with a parent
Call 762-2458
or child.
GEMINI (May 21-June 2(1): A
TUTORING From Ky Certihobby could lead to future employfied Teacher for Elemenment. Forget about putting on .airs.
tary children. Your home or
libraries. Flexible tiMes, Others love sou when you are your
Call own sweet self! Use your social
$10 per hour
753-6726 anytime or leave contacts to gel aTjoh interview.
message on Machine
CANCER (June 21-Julv 22):
VCR-NINTENDO REPAIR 'Quick thinking advances hot(' a pet
Wood VCR Service Center, project and your career. Maintain a
cleaning-• servicing $15. lovy profile until a legal deciSion is
most repairs $35 New lomade. The support of friends eases
cation. Route 1, Almo
your load. Shore up a shaky relaOpen 9-12, 1-5, Mort-Fri
753-0530
1"111.
11
:
1
i duly 23-Aug. 22): CheckWANTED light hauling, ing %4ith a travel agent could reduce
trees trimmed or removed
vacation costs. Unfinished correor mowing Call Don
spondence deserY es top priority.
753-2772
WILL mow lawns
753-8908 •

with an artificial and forcing one
club opening.

others notice v our special flair tel
marketing. Go slow when pondering
important decisions. Common sense
will make you a winner.
SAGITTARIUS itios. 22-1)ec.
21
Family members may not
accept some of your plaits. Agree to
disagree. Marital arguments are best
settled hr. a compromise. Make a

concerted Mort to keep your business and personal lives strictly separate.
CAPRICORN (Dec. 22-Jan.
19): Your keen intuition vv ill he an
immense aid when making decisions
today. Discussing business or recreational plans with a friend over dinner will lead to deeper rapport.
AQUARIUS iJan. 20-Feb. l
Thanks to the backing of a friend or
special group. you v. ill \% in v aluahle
support today. Greater give-and-take

will restore a partnership's former
luster.
PISCES (Feb. 19-March 20i:
Fighting fire with fire could leave a
relationship in ashes. Avoid trading
insults. On a lighter note: You are
very sharp when it comes to negotiating business deals.

TODAY'S CHILDREN are bright and inquisitive, quick to communicate their likes and dislikes. Although these Geminis enjoy crowds and
entertaining. they are also likely to change friends frequently . Wise parents
will point out the necessity for compromise if their relationships are to last
A desire to do everything quickly could lead these Gemini, to overlook co
lain details. They must be careful to finish one project before beginning
another.
•

I • • ••

i•
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Looking Back

Today is Monday. June 7, the 158th day of 1993. There arc 207
Ten years ago
•••-r
days left in the year.
Kentucky Transportation
Highlight
in
History:
Today's
Cabinet officials have announced
June 7, 1769, is recognized by Kentucky's Historical Society as the
that curves along Chestnut Street
date that frontiersman Daniel Boone first began to explore the presentnear the Murray State University
day Bluegrass State.
pedestrian overpass will soon he
On this date:
straightened.
Stuart Poston, administrator of
In 1864, Abraham Lincoln was nominated for another term as presiMurray-('alloway • Count) Hospident at his party's convention in Baltimore.
tal, has been elected trustee-atIn 1892, the Republican National Convention began meeting in
large of Kentucky Hospital AssoNlinneapolis. In the days that followed, the delegates nominated Presi-vt.
elation Board of TiUstees at the
dent Harrison for rection andWhit1WRid for vice presider
5401 annual convention held at
• in 1929, the sovereign state of Vatican City came into existence as
Lexington.
copies ol the Lateran Treaty were exchanged in Rome.
John Lassiter. clerk at Murray
In 1948, the Communists completed their takeover of CzechoslovaPost Office, is pictured being prekia with the resignation of President Eduard Benes.
In 1967, author-critic Dorothy Parker, famed for her cauvic wit, sented his pin for 35 years of service on June 3 by Mike Lent,,
died in New York.
In 1980, a better than 50-1 long shot, Temperence Hill. won the superintendent ol postal
operations.
Belmont Stakes in New York.
Thurman School of Dance vs ill
In 1981, Israeli military planes destroyed a nuclear power plant in
Iraq. a lacilitv the Israelis charged could have been used to make he represented by 23 persons at
the Mid-United States Championnuclear Aeapons.
In 1989, 169 people were killed when a Suriname Airways DC-8 ship -Dance Convention at Indianapolis, Ind., June 9 to 12.
crashed in a tropical forest near the Paramaribo airport.
Ten years ago: The United States ordered the expulsion ol 21
Nicaraguan diplomats'and closed six consulates, one day after the
Sandinistas expelled three U.S. diplomats, charging them with plotting
to kill Nicaragua's foreign minister.
DEAR ABBY: Three cities have
Five years ago: Massachusetts Gov. Michael Dukakis clinched the received the Midland 4Texas i ComDemocratic presidential nomination by defeating the Rev. Jesse Jack- numity Spirit Award, which recogA:”‘v Mexico nizes the American ideals of cooperson in the New Jersey, California. Montana and
ation and caring ft Pr others during a
prinlarles.
tone
4,1 crisis: Sioux City. Iowa:
One vear ago: Preident Bush, who'd been meeting with British
Yakima. 'Wash.; md Bangor.
confiMaryland,
voiced
Prime Minister John Major at Camp David.
dence he would win re-election, but eagerly embraced the role of
These awards svere the result of
underdog, saying, "I do better when I'm coming from behind.- the I9S7 rescue of I
h-old
Today•s Birthdays: Actress Jessica Tandy is 84. Former U.S. Rep. -Jessica McClure front an abanPeter Rodino, D-N.J., is 84. Actress-singer Delores Gray is 69. Singer doned well. The incredible outpouring of aid. compassion and teamTom Jones is 53. Singer-musician Prince is 35.
Thought for Today: "To be successful, grow to the point where one work trom. Midlandeni_ahd citizens
throughout the world inspired our
completely forgets himself; that is, to lose himself in a great cause.- city to create an award honoring a
Booker T. Washington, American educator (1856-1915).
community whose volunteers pull
End Ads' for Monday, June 7
together -- selflessly helping a
•

Tisent
.
s .sears ago
Willie O'Dell Reed %% a\ res.-en
tly presented a plaque hy tre..k enridge Job Corps. The plaque
was gRen in memory of Reed's
son. Bills Wayne Reed. w hit %\
killed in action in Vietnam in
1970.
Kenneth Daryl \IL K
died from omit-ie., wh)..11 hit hy .s
xcluac uu Irt\
Coh h R
Road till
June S.
Joe Resig was named as the
first recipient ol the 1y Holland,
Scholarship established this sear
Ft ith School
to honor Murra
Rslintig Coavh lisOland
Births reported itn-lude a ?211:1
Dan Boaz and Carol Boaz. \las
a hoy to Mr an,' Mrs Rohm
!May 20. a bos
I..
and \tr.. Gary F Ra \ and a gni
\e',
to Mr. and Mrs Charles
hitt. May 27.

1 biro
A rosins e
mad,: June et
airplane of Ii

.sears agii
idemihiation was
ol the body and
W. iStub i Wilson

ho has been missing since April
p, hen he lett (iad•don, Ala., on
his \\ a\ to Terrell, Texas Wilson's vs reeked airplane and his
hods ss ere ItnInd on Chandler
Mountain in St Clair County
Steele Al-a,
Dr. Kenneth \kr:trial's! was
speaker at the commencement
:NA:is- Ise. tor VI urr.i!, Slate C011ke on June Z.
Births reported invlude a girl to
St r. and Mrs. Ricliard A. Emerson and .1 boy to the Rev. and
51rs. Hal Shipley. no dates listed.
SUsall Sykes, daughter
ol the
Res. and Mrs. Warren:Sykes, was
1101.1140i at a party in
celebration
of her ninth birthday
recently at
her home.

Fort.1 .tear% ago
Charles W Jenkins ot Sluiray
has
awarde,1 a .4. holarship
tss
•CIIIIIlaf iii 1111,:rgroup Relations at the I nisersits 01 K1/411Lexington. this •t111111WE
Ile is pr,m1 ipal at l'ory ear
School His stile is die forirwr
Rena Cobbs
Sirs,
As1111..si:.
s Ira

datgliter of Mr and Mrs
\os is A Ezell, stud:tits .it Slur
Li), Training S,. hoot. cc, cis ed
their State Homemaker degrees at
Kentucky con( ennon oi 1.(JoHe
Homemakers oi Amen,a 11,1,1 at
Murray State I. nit asit‘
William 1.o‘, son ol \It and
Mrs
5'. I-os of \Iona\
rek.eised his Bak:helor ol Scienk.k..
sh..gree In 1:U1pm:slimy? from I in
crsity ol Kornis k
I es 1111,
lie Is a graduate ol Muria) MAI

Dear Abby
neighlRw or a neightHirhood
Vl's. are riots seekin1.7 nonnihil
full' lb(' 19t)2-93 .1
be presented lit 'October 1..4.1 sear, sour
si•i k r lurk
LIIloos fkadillerent common')
Iron) III
states and two 1.4I1
,c..11111C1c.
,
Theur inspiring stories of e44111111.11111:1
propert,v. and Ilse, after ienkadoes.
hurricanes and fires. in4•44•0111 deeds
fir the desperaiels ikt i disabled.
civic ellOrts to build
414-41 hospi
tals. libraries atilt,
4 It Uell
Attempt, to I fll
\t Ilca It II and

old 11111

ricans are terrific'
),l1r

III"n't and 'LIPP"
oti I Ii,' .:111d1:1114.1 CI, Mumma

.‘ssard
from attending the first
kiss arkl set:vinous at the 111111t.
it, iuiiiii through yokii•
I
111/111 t hat
I
Chu''

114/111111alt.

atIs to reiogriiiing %% hat is he-t aliout
our ci)ii vary
v.oulii I ti most
Iht-

:".111.1 \11,11111

1111,01111.1 -

theCommunity
le:tilers
5111111 .\ssup'tl %kith y
:1 I) F.‘1R4 .1.(Yrii. NtAvott;
('A. Ct il1T.I.L.N111)1ANI)
C
Its
111111t1,
-11ANII(ER
fate II111)011 alit III-440'1CA
ent
C11.11iLES SPENI'E. Sill /LAND
Reading the nomination,- \%;iItE11_)liTE11-1'El FGR.-ut,
111)11

Daily Comics
THE FAR SIDE

DEAR MSSRS. FAIKLont,
cowEtA, Ami SPENCE: Here's
your letter. I'm gratified that
the Community Spirit Award
continues to generate so much
interest.

By GARY LARSON

FIR S"," INATIONA'- BANK.

DEAR READERS: The deadline for nominations is July 31.
1993. For a nomination form.
write to: Midland Chamber of
Commerce, P.O. Box 1890, Midland, Texas 79702. I am sure
there are many communities
whose citizens have risen to the
occasion this past year when a
tragedy struck.
1/1:A-R-A.BBY1-h•ea-r4+1-4+g-re-o
wit!. pin concerning t he corrilt 55:I‘
Li, face when struggling to pass IwoPlc who are already Seat
TIM at the theater or in church
It Illay he easier t"Or t he late
arrivals to turn their backs to those
who are already seated, but 1 WI
much prefer havoil.: a stranger's
navel within a limit of my forehead
than having his bottom within an
-inch of my
REAL
CRSCLA B
NAME', Y(TRBA LINDA,CALIF
CONFIDENTIAL TO "FEELING LOWER THAN A SNAKE'S
BELLY IN BREMERTON,
WASH.": Don't cash in your
chips, son: The world is round.
What may look like the end may
be only the beginning.

vrt-.MY

CALVIN and HOBBES

Dr. Gott
By Peter II. Gott. M.D.

CATHY
WE DON'T KNOW WHEN IT STARTED, BUT IT WAS SMASHED INTO
FOCUS 84 THE BREAKUP Of
CHARLES AND DI.., SEALED 8Y
THE DEMISE OF THE SEARS
CATALOG .. AND CEMENTED ElY
THE CANCELLATION OF "CHEERS:'

SUDDENLY EVERYTHING FEELS
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THAT JUST WON'T GO AWAY.
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Conway Twitty dead at age 59
SPRINGFIELD, Mo. (AP) Conway Twiny, who started as a
teen rock idol in the 1950s and
crossed over to country to
become a star. died Saturday at
age 59.
His w+I-e. -Dee-,Witty, other
relativc•s and some of his hand
members were with him at Cox
Medical Center-South when he
died ot complications from
surgery alter a blood vessel ruptured in his stomach.
-1-\\ ittv collapsed on his tour
bus during a rest stop in southwest Missouri. lie was on the
Hendersonville,
Ironic to
1
:1.
Tenn.. from a performance Friday
ing.ht in Branson.
"I've Just been sitting here
;ryiri(.7." said Sandy . Brokaw,
Twitty's press representative. "I
was in awe of the man."
itty was horn Sept. 1, 1933.
as Harold Lloyd Jenkins, named
a ncr the silent movie star. lie
:hanged his name in 1957 by
I), 1%\ in from Conway, Ark.,
iii,! Twiny. Texas.
Alter spending many years as a
songwriter. his performing career
took oft with the name change.
Ile recorded more than 40 No. 1
hits. including "Hello Wain',"
-light-Fittin' Jeans" and "Lin,fa ( M NI \ Mind."

-Everyone will remember
Conway Twiny, industry and fans
alike, as the consummate singer
and performer, who has been this
wonderful and dynamic presence
in our business for over 30
said Rroce_Himon. chairman of MCA Records in
Nash v ille.
Mel ,Tillis, who said Twitty
and his Wife were at Tillis' Branson theater Thursday night, called
Twiny a great singer.
"Fie didn't do a lot of talking
on stage, he said he let his music
do his talking," Tillis said. "He
was a song's best friend, because
he could really sing."
Twiny and Loretta Lynn won
the Country Music Association's
Vocal Duo of the Year award in
1972, 1973, 1974, and 1975.
They won a Grammy for their
1971 duet, "After The Fire Is
Gone."
Lynn's husband. O.V. "Mooney" Lynn, is recovering from
heart surgery at the hospital
where Twitty died.
"Mooney and I are devastated
by the news," Lynn said. "I've
not only lost a great singing partner hut also. a great friend. My
heart goes out to Conway's family and we're all going to miss

ip Hendersonville, a Nashville
suburb. It included performance
facilities. and Twitty often would
come Out and greet visitors.
Twitty turned down a contract
offer to play baseball for the Philadelphia Phalle. (int of his love
for
guitar chords troth his father, a
\ erboat captain on the

him very much.''.
Vince Gill, m. ho toured with
Twiny in 1990 and 1991, said
Twiny "was the most songconscious guy l'se es cr met
'lie would search through millions ()I songs to Iind the llerlect_
one.' Gill said.
Twiny got his break as a rockabilly artist in the 1950s, writtnie
songs for the Sun Records' stable
of singers that included El\ is
Presley. Jerry Lee Lewis and
Johnny ('ash.
ifis I irst hit v,as ''It's ()th
Make Behese.- ss 1101 •1 1:11-5',1 tu
Ni). I on the pop charts ill1958
Tv,ttt.s,, capitalized on his teen
idol status by starring in the lihns
'Sex Kittens Go to Colle!x'' and
''College Confidential."
Despite the ads ice of Managers, booking agents anti record
company people, Twiny made the
switch to country and turned out
a string of No. I hits milli
"Georgia Keeps Pulling On 11\
Ring" missed in l97-.
"Fin a Ian. too. I like what the
1955
Ian. like," Tx,iti Said
imeniew. "I belie\ e I an pick
the stings. I has c a Ian's ear.*
In 1982. Twin\ opened lw at\
City. a mne-aere tourist ,.(iniple‘

He grew up in Friars Point,
Miss., listening to the Grand Ole
Opry on the radio and was
the local black
influencedchurch. Ile put together his first
band when he was 10.
"My Dad told me when 1 was
a kid: 'When the cotton is out
there. you get it. When ml's not
out there. you can rest."' Twitty
said m a 1990 interview. ''I'se
been fortunate. It has been out
there for me for a long time.''
Besides his wife, he is survived
by his mother. Velma Jenkins:
and his lour children, Join. Jimins, Kathy and Michael. His
mother and children lis e at Twitty City.
A memorial service was scheduk'd I or 2 p.m_ Wedne.dj at
the First Baptist Church in
Henderson\ We.
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1989 Acura Legend LS Coupe
A ir,AM/FM stereo cassette with graphic
equalizer, pwr. windows,pwr.door locks,
pwr. mirrors, sunroof, leather interior,
tilt, cruise, cast aluminum wheels &
more!

S13,987

DWAIN TAYLOR CHEVROLET GEO,INC.
Hwy. 641 • Murray

753-2617

U.S. SAVINGS BONDS FOR EDUCATION GROW
ALMOST AS fAST AS KIDS DO.
ta.
1 S.SBAOVAMS
7r
sirgaili:
800-4U5 BOND

t-800.487-2663

S pttht,t sunk u .4 rIns nc

Conway Twitty's
1 records
No.
A list 'of Conway Twitty's No. 1
NASHVILLE, Tenn.(AP)
records, with year of release. All are from the Billboard country
music charts except for "It's Only Make Believe," which was a
'So. 1 pop hit:
-it's Only Make Believe," 1958. 'Next In Line," 1968.
"1 Love You More Today," 1969.
"To See My Abgel Cry," 1969.
"Hello Darlin'," 1970.
"Fifteen Years Ago," 1970.
'•How Much More Can She Stand," 1971.
"i Lost Her Love) On Our Last Date." 1972.
"I Can't Stop Loving You," 1972.
"She Needs Someone To Hold Her (When She Cries)," 1972.
"You've Never Been This Far Before," 1968.
"There's A Honky Tonk Angel (Who'll Take Me Back In),"
1974.
• 'I See The Want To In Your Eyes," 1974.
"Linda On My Mind," 1975.
"Touch The Hand," 1975.
"This Time I've Hurt Her More Than She Loves Me," 197:''
"After All The Good Is Gone," 1976.
-The Games That Daddies Play," 1976.
"I Can't Believe She. Gives It All To Me," 1976.
"Play, Guitar Play," 1977.
"I've Already Loved You In My Mind," 1977.
"Don't Take It Away," 1979.
"I May Never Get To Heaven, 1979,
Happy Birthday Darlin'," 1979.
d Love To Lay You Down," 1980.
Rest Your Love On Me," 1981.
-1 rehi Fittin' Jeans," 1981.
- Red Neckin' Love Makin' Night," 1981.
The Clown," 1982.
'Slow Hand.'' 1982._
he Rose," 1982.
"Somebody Needin' Somebody," 1984.
"I Don't Know A Thing About Love (The Moon Song)," 1984.
'Ain't She Somethin' Else," 1984.
- Don't Call Him A Cowboy," 1985.
'Desperado Love," 1986.
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David Koresh buried in
private family ceremony
titU SION (AP) -- Doomsday
prophet Das id Koresh's fiery end
,ouI,In't have been more public.
H... burial in an unmarked grave
Fix ate.
"It was a very small affair,"
'said Korcsh's mother, Bonnie
Haldeman. "Only close family
members were told. We did not
want the publicity of a funeral or
an\ thing else. There were no
cierg\ there. Da\ id would not
have w anted a traditional
Four relatives were present for
the May 27 burial at Memorial
Park Cemetery in Tyler, Mrs.
Mild:man told the Houston Chro•• in a cior) published
fit, I;
Saturda\
Mrs Haldeman, her husband,
Ito\ Koresh's brother, Roger
II iii Waco. and maternal
grandmother Erline Clark ol
quietly and read

h

Biblical passages.
"The funeral only puts to rest
one phase of this," Mrs. Haldeman said. "1 don't think 1. will
ever rest in my heart. I didn't get
to see the body, and I'm not even
pi)sitive that is David there. Who
knows'!"
People across the world
watched television in horror on
April 19 as a raging fire devoured
the compound of a cult led by
Koresh. Dozens of Branch Davithan members and 17 children
died.
Koresh, 33, died of a gunshot
wound to the head sometime during the inferno that authorities
said was set by the.tult, authorities said.
The Haze came alter J 51 -day
standoff following a shootout
with federal agents. Four agents
and six cull members died in the
,nin

battle.
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